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ABSTRACT

The Effect of Adding Symbols to Written Warning Labels
on User Behavior and Recall
by
Keyla Friedmann
Master of Arts in Psychology

A study was conducted to determine the effects of adding a warning symbol
to a consumer product warning, familiarity with the product, and the type of
hazard associated with the product on warning conspicuity, user behavior,
and recall. One hundred forty-four college students used consumer products
and direct observation of compliance with the warning was measured. A
follow-up questionnaire was used to determine the number of subjects who
noticed, read, and recalled the warning, as well as to obtain subjective ratings
of perceived confidence, perceived hazardousness, perceived likelihood of
injury, and perceived severity of injury. Across all behavioral measures, there
was a steady decline in the number of subjects who first noticed, then read,
and finally followed the warning. Overall, wa~gs ~~~~own to be
~--,_,""'...~

effective
about 25% of tht;Uime-ralthough,in"·some··ceAditiGHs.,cor:npJLange
-~~~~....._,..,.,-;!,~•"'''"''"'"""'"""".....,.""'"'··~
'"'
levels were as high as 42%. Including a symbol on the labels of the products
was not found to significantly affect compliance. A significant label type x
hazard type interaction for noticing and recalling the warning symbol
indicated that symbols warning about an eye contact hazard are best noticed
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and recalled when a reactive symbol is used, while symbols warning about
an inhalation hazard are best noticed and recalled when a proactive symbol

hazardousn~,ss ...ota.pro.du.Qt~.m;txgg,_g.Lng,

..P'~~-~-···•-""~"'

following, and recalling the
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warning. A significant, positive relationship was also seen between the
perceived likelihood of being injured and compliance. Placing the warning
information regarding the appropriate precautionary action(s) first in the
warning section and adding a well-designed symbol to the warning were two
design recommendations made. Factors associated with the users'
motivation to read and follow on-product warnings were also discussed.
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The Effect of Addi.ng Symbols to Written Warning Labels
on User Behavior and Recall
Millions of Americans are injured each year due to poorly designed or
manufactured products (U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, 1982).
Today, more than ever, people are turning to the courts for restitution when
they have been injured. Accordingly, products liability has become an
increasingly important legal issue in the United States.
Products liability cases typically involve three types of defects:
manufacturing defects, design defects, and warning defects (McCormick &
Sanders, 1982). According to the Interagency Task Force on Products
Liability (1977), 35 percent of all products liability cases involve
manufacturing defects, 37 percent deal with design defects, and 18 percent
involve warning defects.
The principal issue in products liability cases involving warning defects is
whether the product failed to contain an adequate warning about the inherent
dangers in using the product. Underlying this issue is the assumption that
warnings are effective in terms of modifying user behavior. Unfortunately little
empirical research has been conducted to determine the conditions under
which warnings are effective (Rothstein, 1985; Strawbridge, 1985). If a
warning contains the appropriate information to make it legally adequate, but
the information is presented in such a way that it does not influence behavior,
then the warning is virtually useless.
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Most of the recent research has addressed design factors of two types of
product warnings: those included in instructions (I.e., instruction sheets or
booklets) and those actually placed on products. The level of exposure
people may have to these two types of warnings may be quite different due to
a difference in the types of products these warnings are associated with. For
example, procedures to set up products like VCRs tend be complicated. The
user is almost forced to consult the instruction booklet to set up a VCR or a
similar product. When reading the instructions, the user would be exposed to
the product warnings presented along with the instruction information. On the
other hand, products that contain warnings on the back panels, like paint
thinner, for example, are generally fairly simple to use. In addition, the user
would probably be more familiar with using this type of product or a similar
one than they would be with setting up an electronic component.
Accordingly, whereas a person would probably consult the instruction booklet
for step-by-step instructions to set up a VCR, the same person might easily
use the paint thinner without reading the instructions or he or she might just
scan the back panel of the product for the information he or she needed to
use it and ignore the rest of the information, including the warning. Thus, the
likelihood that consumers will notice, read, and subsequently act upon
warnings found in instruction booklets and warnings placed directly on
products may be quite different.
Experimental research that has been conducted on warnings contained
in instructions have addressed such issues as the placement of the
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warning(s) in relation to the instruction information, the signal word used in
the warning message, highlighting the warning messages, and the
characteristics of users as they affect reading behavior (Wogalter, Fontanelle
& Laughery, 1985; Wright, Creighton, & Threlfall, 1982; Zlotnik, 1982).

Much less experimental research has addressed the issues related to
designing effective on-product warnings. This thesis explores some of these
design issues. In addition, characteristics associated with the user as they
affected the user's motivation to read on-product warnings is investigated.
Warnings on consumer products, as opposed to warnings on industrial
products, are examined.
Effective on-product warnings are warnings that influence the user to
take precautionary measures before using a potentially hazardous product.
Designing effective on-product warnings is a complex task when one
considers the steps involved in warning the user about the hazards

~

associated with a product: (a) lnitially,the warning must capture the user's
attention; (b) he or she must then be motivated to read the warning, and do
so; (c) the person must understand the warning; and (d) the warning must
persuade the user to modify his or her behavior when using the product. The
overall effectiveness of a warning depends on the effectiveness of the
warning at each of these steps.
Several articles regarding the design of effective product warnings have
been published. Most of these articles simply provide guidelines, usually
without supporting their ideas with experimental evidence (Kreifeldt & Alpert,

\
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1985; Peters, 1984). Recently, there have been a few articles reporting the
experimental results of studies conducted to determine the components of
on-product warnings that, when put together, generate effective product
warnings (Rothstein, 1985; Strawbridge, 1985).
Much of the recent research has shown that many factors associated with
the design of the warning label contribute to a warning being noticed,
perceived, comprehended, and heeded. In addition, factors associated with
the user have been found to influence the consumer's motivation to read a
warning.
Characteristics of the User
Although the evidence is not conclusive, it appears that familiarity with a
product is an influential factor in determining whether the consumer will
bother to look at a warning label. A study conducted by Godfrey and
Laughery (1984) found that subjects reported that they were more likely to
notice a warning the first time they used a new type of product than when they
switched to a similar product. The authors stated that this finding implies that
being familiar with a product or a similar product leads the user to perceive
the product as being less hazardous. Apparently, the less hazardous a
product is thought to be, the less likely the user is to look for a product's
warning. The authors termed this phenomenon the "familiarity effect."
Questionnaires were used to collect the information reported in the
Godfrey & Laughery study (1984). Thus, the finding regarding familiarity is
based upon hypothetical responses and behaviors. It appears that
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behavioral studies have not yet been conducted to determine whether
characteristics of the user, such as a person's familiarity with a product,
influences their motivation to read a product's warning label. Because what
people say they will do and what they actually end up doing are often quite
different, this finding should be validated through behavioral research in
which people actually interact with products.
Factors Influencing Conspicuity
Factors influencing the user's perception of a warning have also been
investigated. Most of this research has examined the effect of the location of
the warning on the warning's conspicuity (Easterby, Hakiel, & Graydon, 1980;
Strawbridge, 1985). Easterby et al. (1980) used slides to investigate the
relative conspicuity of a warning symbol as a function of the proportion of the
package area occupied by the symbol as well as the symbol's location. The
consumer product used in the experiment was the front of a box of matches.
The authors found that a warning symbol was most conspicuous when it was
located at the top right corner of the package and if the sign itself occupied
five percent of the front face of the package. Symbols that occupied more or
less than five percent of the entire package area were found to be less
conspicuous.
Strawbridge (1985) used a procedural task to investigate, among other
things, the conspicuousness of a warning based on different ways of
positioning and highlighting the warning on the back panel of a consumer
product. She found that differences in the location of the warning section (i.e.,

p '
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top, middle and bottom part of the panel) did not significantly affect whether a
person noticed the warning. In addition, although highlighting the warning
did not significantly increase the number of people who noticed the warning,
highlighting the warning did significantly increase the number of people who
read the warning.
Each of these studies examined the conspicuity of warnings under
different conditions. One examined warnings on the face of a
three-dimensional product using slides (Easterby et al., 1980) and another
examined warnings positioned on the back panel of an actual product
(Strawbridge, 1985). Although overall conclusions can not be drawn due to
the dissimilarity of the studies, the information provided in each study might
contribute to the development of guidelines for the design of these types of
warnings.
Factors Influencing Comprehension
Once a warning has been designed so that it is conspicuous, the next
step is making the warning understandable. As Peters (1984) has stated, "If
someone does not comprehend the overall message being conveyed by the
warning sign, the warning may be useless or detrimental. .. " It appears that
factors such as vocabulary, language, clarity of expression, organization, and
length of the message, affect the user's comprehension of a warning
(Godfrey, Allender, Laughery & Smith, 1983). Broadbent (1977) has stated
that, in most cases, simple, affirmative sentences are better understood than
sentences using passive or negative constructions. Using short sentences
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and unconditional terminology may also be helpful in making the warning
easier to understand (Peters, 1984).
Factors Influencing User Behavior
After the user perceives and reads a warning, and the warning is
understood, the ultimate test of a warning's effectiveness is whether it
persuades the user to modify his or her behavior. Few studies have been
published that examined the factors that influence user behavior for
on-product warnings.
Strawbridge (1985) examined how differences in highlighting,
embedding, and positioning the warning on the back panel of a consumer
product would affect user compliance (i.e., heeding the warning). The effect
of placing the critical warning information within the direction section of the
label as compared to a separate warning section was also investigated. No
significant relationships were found to exist between heeding the warning,
and either the highlighting dimension or the position dimension. However,
the results did show that subjects followed the warning significantly more
often when the critical warning information was placed at the beginning of a
warning section than when it was embedded within another section. In
addition, no significant differences were found between the number of people
who heeded the warning based on whether the warning information was
placed in its own section or placed in a Directions section. The author
concluded that critical warning information should be presented at the
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beginning of a warning section to be most effective in terms of modifying
behavior.
Factors Influencing Recall
As mentioned previously, the overall effectiveness of a warning depends
upon how effective it is in attracting the user's attention, being
comprehensible to the user, and modifying the user's behavior. In addition,
because it has been shown that with repeated use warnings are less likely to
be noticed and subsequently read (Godfrey & Laughery, 1984), another
measure of a warning's effectiveness is the extent to which the user can recall
the critical warning information. It appears that only a few studies have
specifically investigated the properties of warnings that affect their recall.
Rothstein (1985) examined the effect of serial position, pre-questionning,
message length, and message format of on-product warnings on three types
of recall: recall of the nature of the danger, recall of the means to avoid the
danger, and recall of the action to take in the event of an accident. It was
determined that pre-questioning, message length, and message format did
have an effect on subsequent recall. Overall, how to avoid the danger was
recalled most often.
Strawbridge (1985), in the same study mentioned earlier, investigated
the effects of positioning, embeddedness, and highlighting of on-product
warnings on three types of recall: recall of the nature of the danger, recall of
the cause of the danger, and recall of how to avoid the danger. The results
indicated that, overall, the cause of the danger was recalled most often. Other
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findings were that positioning the warning section at the bottom of the label
significantly decreased recall.for the nature of the danger, and imbedding the
critical warning information within another section served to significantly
decrease recall of the dangerous agent and the preventive action.
The Use of Symbolic Warnings
Most of the research involving consumer product warnings has
addressed the characteristics of the user as they affect the consumer's
motivation to read the warning and the physical properties of the warning
label as they affect conspicuity. More recently, a study was conducted that
examined some of the properties of on-product warnings that influence user
behavior, and a few studies have explored the factors that influence recall of
the warning. Relatively little attention has focused on the use of symbols in
consumer product warning labels. This is surprising in light of the fact that,
although they may have limitations, well-designed symbols have the potential
for being universally understood (Mackett-Stout & Dewar, 1981 ). In addition,
studies have shown that pictures are remembered better than their
corresponding verbal labels (Paivio & Csapo, 1969; Gehring, Toglia, &
Kimble, 1976). This has been shown to occur over intervals as short as ten
minutes or as long as three months. It appears that the memory for pictorial or
imagery-coded information is enhanced when the stimuli are more distinctive
than their verbal counterparts.
Processing differences between pictorially coded and verbally coded
information may also be present. Dhawan and Pellegrino (1977) found that
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pictures were encoded to a deep semantic level of processing faster than
their verbal counterparts. For stimuli presented at short, fixed intervals, this
indicates that pictorial information can be processed more deeply than verbal
information and retained longer due to unequal learning.
Although little, if any, research has been conducted on the comparative
effectiveness of word and symbol signs for conveying consumer product
warning information, this issue has been studied for vehicular traffic
information (Ells & Dewar, 1977; Walker, Nicolay, & Stearns, 1965).
Ells and Dewar (1977) compared the effectiveness of symbols and traffic
signs in terms of reaction time. They found that symbols were comprehended
more rapidly than verbal signs.
Walker et al. (1965) compared the understandability of symbol and word
road signs when each was presented briefly. Results of this study indicated
that symbols were identified significantly more accurately than word signs,
regardless of color or delay before re-testing. The authors concluded that
because symbols are easier to recognize and interpret, signs using symbols
should lead to increased safety, not only on highways, but also in other
settings.
Few studies have examined the effectiveness of using symbols to warn
about the inherent dangers of consumer products, let alone the comparative
effectiveness of words and signs for conveying this information. The most
comprehensive study to date appears to be a large-scale evaluation of
product hazard symbols to be used in the United Kingdom (Easterby &
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Hakiel, 1977a, 1977b, 1977c). This evaluation was designed to investigate
whether stereotypes exist for warning symbols in terms of the shape and color
coding of the background, the image illustrated in the signs, and the
enclosure and surround elements of the signs.
As part of this study, Easterby and Hakiel (1981) also investigated the
comprehensibility of a range of signs based on the symbolic coding of
hazards. Symbols were presented in three image modes: (1) descriptiveidentifying the nature of the hazard, (2) prescriptive - specifying some positive
course of action to take to avoid the hazard, and (3) proscriptive- prohibiting
some course of action. The results indicated that, overall, comprehension of
the signs was not markedly high, regardless of the image mode. However,
there was a strong tendency for descriptive signs to be better understood than
signs that indicated that the user perform (prescriptive) or refrain from
performing (proscriptive) some specified action. Comprehension also
differed with varying characteristics of the people surveyed. For example,
those who indicated they had seen the sign previously had better
comprehension; and men's comprehension was higher than women's.
It should be noted, however, that all three image modes were not
investigated for each type of hazard (e.g., only prescriptive and descriptive
symbols were used to evaluate the fire hazard). It would seem appropriate to
test all three image modes for all hazard types before recommendations are
made regarding the "best" image content for each type of hazard.
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In light of the fact that so few studies have explored the usefulness of
hazard warning symbols in product labeling, combined with the need for
additional research on the properties of on-product warnings that influence
conspicuity, user behavior, and recall, a study that combines these variables
and dependent measures will be conducted.
The Present Study
The present study addressed the following issues:
(1)

Whether consumer product warning labels that contain
symbols are more effective than warning labels that do not
contain symbols in terms of subjects noticing, reading, or
recalling the warning message, or in persuading users to
take precautionary measures

(2)

Whether different types of images, illustrated in the
warning symbols, differentially affect whether subjects
notice, read, or follow the warning, or recall the warning
information

(3)

Whether familiarity with a product relates to the likelihood
of subjects noticing, reading, or following the warning, or
recalling the warning information

(4)

Whether a difference in the type of precautionary action a
subject must take before using a product (i.e., wearing
safety goggles or wearing a respirator), differentially
affects whether subjects notice, read, or follow the
warning, or whether subjects can recall the warning
information

Warnings positioned on the back panel of household consumer products
were the type of warnings that were studied. There were three independent
variables: The manner in which the warning information was presented on
the label of a consumer product, familiarity of the product, and requirements
for compliance.

(J
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To answer the questions mentioned above, measures were taken of
whether the subjects noticed the warnings, whether they read the warnings,
whether they complied with the warnings, and whether the subjects could
recall the warnings.
The Label Type Variable
The label type variable was used to examine the influence of adding
symbolic warning information to written warning information. There were
three types of labels. The first type of label contained the warning information
in written form. The other two label types involved displaying, in addition to
the written warning, symbolic warning information in one of two modes:
"proactive" or "reactive~" The proactive image illustrated the appropriate
precautionary action to take to avoid the danger associated with the product.
The reactive image showed the potential consequence if the precautionary
action was not taken.
The Familiarity Variable
The familiarity variable was used to determine whether subjects were
less likely to notice or look for a warning on products with which they were
familiar. As mentioned previously, survey research has indicated that product
familiarity varies inversely with the likelihood of noticing a product's warning
(Godfrey & Laughery, 1984). The proposed behavioral study provided an
ideal setting for determining whether this finding holds true in a situation
where subjects actually had to interact with consumer products.
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The Hazard Type Variable
The hazard type variable was used to investigate whether differences in
the action the subjects had to take to comply with the warning affected
whether the subjects complied with the warning. This variable was based on
the specific hazard associated with the product. Each product warned about
either an eye contact hazard or an inhalation hazard. Compliance was
measured by observing whether the subjects took the precautionary action
associated with each type of hazard. Specifically, this required subjects to
put on safety goggles when they went to use a product warning about an eye
contact hazard and to put on a mask-type respirator when they went to use a
product warning about an inhalation hazard.
The Experimental Design
The experimental design was similar to the design used by Strawbridge
(1985). Subjects were asked to read the label of a product for non-warning
related information. Subjects may or may not have been familiar with the
product. Subjects then proceeded to use the product. At this point,
compliance (or non-compliance) was observed. A post-test questionnaire
was given to the subjects to obtain information regarding whether the
subjects noticed and/or read the warning, and whether they could recall the
specific hazard associated with the product and/or the precautionary action
that should have been taken before using the product. Inquires about why
subjects did or did not heed the warning were also made.
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Hypotheses
Label Type Variable. The distinctive attentional qualities of symbols, and
the finding that pictures are encoded to a deep semantic level of processing
faster than their verbal counterparts (Dhawan & Pellegrino, 1977), both would
indicate that initial recognition and comprehension should be faster for labels
containing words combined with symbols than for labels with words alone.
Accordingly, it might have been hypothesized that compliance by subjects
who used products containing symbols on their warning labels would have
been greater than compliance by subjects who used products containing only
written warning information.

However, it was proposed that the compliance

levels of subjects who interacted with products containing a written warning
combined with a proactive symbol would be greater than the compliance
levels of subjects exposed to products containing the other two types of labels
(i.e., words-alone warning or words with reactive symbol warning).

This

hypothesis was advanced because the proactive symbols illustrate the action
to take, and hence, show what to do. Adding this type of symbol provided
redundant coding of the warning information. This should have increased the
likelihood of subjects acting upon the information. The reactive symbols
illustrate the consequences of not taking precautionary measures and,
therefore, do not provide information regarding the precautionary actions that
should be taken. Hence, although it might have been the case that more
subjects noticed the warnings containing the reactive symbol than the
words-alone warnings, it was predicted that for the subjects who noticed and
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read the warning, no significant differences would be found between the
compliance levels of subjects who interacted with products containing the
written warning combined with the reactive symbol, and subjects who
interacted with products containing just the written warning.
Differences in the amount of warning information that would be recalled
by the subjects based on the type of label they were exposed to were also
predicted. It was expected the precautionary action would be recalled more
often when the proactive symbol was on the label, and the danger
associated with the product would be recalled more often when the reactive
symbol was on the label. These predicitions are based on the premise that
the proactive symbols graphically represent the precautionary action, while
the reactive symbols graphically showed information closely associated with
the dangers the hazards posed to the users.
Familiarity Variable. Familiarity with the product was also expected to
influence the behavior of the subjects. Based on the "familiarity effect," which
postulates that the more familiar someone is with a product the less likely they
are to notice the product's warning (Godfrey & Laughery, 1984), it was
hypothesized that significant differences would be found for the dependent
measures of noticing and reading the warning. Of those subjects who read
the warning, no significant differences were predicted between the number of
people who would comply with the warnings based on their familiarity with
the product. This prediction was based on the finding that acting upon a
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warning does not necessarily follow from noticing or reading a warning
(Strawbridge, 1985).
No predictions were made regarding the number of subjects who would
correctly recall the warning information based on their familiarity with the
product.
Hazard Type Variable. As mentioned previously, this study also
addressed whether differences in the precautionary action a subject had to
take before using a product (i.e., wearing safety goggles or wearing a
respirator) would differentially affect user behavior or recall of the warning
information. Because this variable was included for added generalizability,
no significant differences were expected between the number of subjects who
would comply with the warning or who would recall the warning information
based on the type of hazard associated with the product.
Interactions. No interactions were expected.

Method
Design
The three independent variables that were investigated were the label
type (words-alone, words with a proactive symbol, and words with a reactive
symbol), familiarity with the product (familiar and unfamiliar), and type of
precautionary action associated with specific hazard types (wearing safety
goggles to prevent potential eye injury and wearing a respirator to prevent
potential respiratory injury due to inhalation of fumes). The hazard symbols
and the written warning that were used on the product labels for both the
familiar product and the unfamiliar product-are presented in Figure 1.
The main goal of the experiment was to determine the effects of the
independent variables on the conspicuity of the warning, compliance with the
warning, and recall of the warning information. To determine these effects,
the following dependent measures were used: the percentages of subjects
who noticed, read, and complied with the warning, and the amount of
information subjects were able to recall specifically pertaining to the nature of
the hazard and the precautionary action associated with the product.
In addition, characteristics associated with the user as they affected the
users' motivation to read and follow the on-product warnings were
investigated. Subjective ratings were used to determine these effects.
The experiment was a 2 X 2 X 3 between-subjects design. Each subject
was tested on only one combination of the three independent variables.
Twelve subjects were used in each of the twelve experimental cells.
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Proactive

Reactive

Written Warning

Inhalation
Hazard

DANGER: Hazardous if inhaled.
Wear mask-type respirator when
using product.

Eye Contact
Hazard

DANGER: Hazardous to the eye.
Wear safety goggles when using
product.

Figure 1. Hazard warning symbols and written warnings that were used on
the back panels of the products.
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. Subjects
A total of 144 undergraduate students at California State University,
Northridge participated in this experiment. Six males and six females each
were used as subjects in each of the twelve experimental conditions.
Subjects participated in this study to partially fulfill the requirements of an
introductory psychology course.
Stimulus Materials
The products. To determine what products were considered familiar and
unfamiliar to the type of person who participated in this experiment, a pilot
study was conducted in which subjects rated their familiarity with certain
products on a ?-point scale, with 1 being very unfamiliar and 7 being very
familiar (see Appendix A for details). Products selected for use in the main
experiment had to be statistically significantly different in terms of familiarity.
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) using the familiarity data was conducted
with product type and sex as between subject variables. The ANOVA
revealed a significant main effect of Product Type,

E (3, 112) = 15.4, Q<.01.

Based on this finding, the familiar product category was represented by liquid
drain opener (M = 4.9). The unfamiliar product category was represented by
wood cleaner (M

= 3.2).

For safety reasons, similar, non-hazardous substances were used
instead of the actual products. These substances were housed in identical 20
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fluid ounce metal containers similar to the type of container used to hold
turpentine.
The labels. Because two different types of products were used, the
information provided on the labels differed somewhat. The front and back
panels on the products were 2.5 inches wide and 3. 75 inches high. The front
panel displayed the name of the product, its logo, the number of fluid ounces
in the product, and a message reading, "Hazardous: See back panel."
Figures 2 and 3 show the front labels that were used on the two products.
The back panel for each of the product types contained five sections: a
warning message, a promotional paragraph, a paragraph explaining the
directions for using the product, a paragraph specifying the uses of the
product, and a paragraph listing the ingredients. The use of paragraphs to
separate different kinds of information is commonly seen on consumer
products. Examples of the label formats are provided in Figures 4 through 9
display a cross-section of the twelve back panels used. An example of each
of the label types used is shown (i.e., words-alone, words with proactive
symbol, and words with reactive symbol). Labels for both the familiar and
unfamiliar products (i.e., drain opener and wood cleaner, respectively) are
also represented. In addition, examples of the labels for each type of hazard
(i.e., eye contact and inhalation) are shown.
The selection of the type of hazards was based on pilot research in
which subjects rated how hesitant they would be to use products warning
about certain types of hazards on a ?-point scale, with 1 being not very
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Hazardous: See back panel

Figure 2. Front panel that was used on the wood cleaner.
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PRIMO
DRAIN
OPENER

20FLOZ

Hazardous: See back panel

Figure 3. Front panel that was used on the liquid drain opener.
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DANGER: Hazardous

to the eye. Wear safety
goggles when using
product.

I.0
p I

KIMBLE'S WOOD CLEANER
does not build up; it leaves a
clean surface that helps resist
dust accumulation and helps
protect against drying, humidity,
and moisture damage.
Directions: Apply KIMBLE'S
WOOD CLEANER liberally and
uniformly with clean, soft cloth.
Wipe with new clean, soft cloth.
Use on all types of natural
finished wood including oak, pine,
walnut, and fir.
Ingredients: petroleum distillates
and 1, 1, 1-trichloroethane.

Figure 4. Back panel for the unfamiliar/proactive/
eye contact hazard condition.
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DANGER: Hazardous
to the eye. Wear safety
goggles when using
product.

~

U,.,-

~

PRIMO DRAIN OPENER cleans
and deodorizes. Keeps drains
free flowing. Will not harm
plumbing, ceramic or metal
fixtures, or septic systems.
Directions: For clogged drains,
pour 5 capfuls of PRIMO DRAIN
OPENER into sink. Allow to
stand 5 minutes, then flush with
warm water.
Use on all types of clogs.
Loosens hair, grease and
organic matter.
Ingredients: sodium hydroxide
(caustic soda-lye)

Figure 5. Back panel for the familiar/reactive/
eye contact hazard condition.
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DANGER: Hazardous
if inhaled. Wear masktype respirator when
using product.
KIMBLE'S WOOD CLEANER
does not build up; it leaves a clean
surface that helps resist dust
accumulation and helps protect
against drying, humidity, and
moisture damage.
Directions: Apply KIMBLE'S
WOOD CLEANER liberally and
uniformly with clean, soft cloth.
Wipe with new clean, soft cloth.
Use on all types of natural finished
wood including oak, pine, walnut,
and fir.
Ingredients: petroleum distillates
and 1,1, 1 -trichloroethane.

--,,_,,,,

Figure 6. Back panel for the unfamiliar/proactive/
inhalation hazard condition.

•
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DANGER: Hazardous
if inhaled. Wear masktype respirator when
using product.
PRIMO DRAIN OPENER cleans
and deodorizes. Keeps drains
free flowing. Will not harm
plumbing, ceramic or metal
fixtures, or septic systems.
Directions: For clogged drains,
pour 5 capfuls of PRIMO DRAIN
OPENER into sink. Allow to
stand 5 minutes, then flush with
warm water.
Use on all types of clogs.
Loosens hair, grease and
organic matter.
Ingredients: sodium hydroxide
(caustic soda-lye)

Figure 7. Back panel for the familiar/reactive/
inhalation hazard condition.
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DANGER: Hazardous to the eye.
Wear safety goggles when usmg
product.
KIMBLE'S WOOD CLEANER
does not build up; it leaves a clean
surface that helps resist dust
accumulation and helps protect
against drying, humidity, and
moisture damage.
Directions: Apply KIMBLE'S
WOOD CLEANER liberally and
uniformly with clean, soft cloth.
Wipe with new clean, soft cloth.
Use on all types of natural finished
wood including oak, pine, walnut,
and fir.
Ingredients: petroleum distillates
and 1,1, 1-trichloroethane.

Figure 8. Back panel for the unfamiliar/words-alone/
eye contact hazard condition.
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DANGER: Hazardous ~ inhaled.
Wear mask-type respirator when
using product.
PRIMO DRAIN OPENER cleans
and deodorizes. Keeps drains
free flowing. Will not harm
plumbing, ceramic or metal
fixtures, or septic systems.
Directions: For clogged drains,
pour 5 capfuls of PRIMO DRAIN
OPENER into sink. Allow to
stand 5 minutes, then flush with
warm water.
Use on all types of clogs.
Loosens hair, grease, and
organic matter.
Ingredients: sodium hydroxide
(caustic soda-lye)

Figure 9. Back panel for the familiar/words-alone/
inhalation hazard condition.
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hesitant and 7 being very hesitant (see Appendix A for details). Because the
hazard type variable was included for added· generalizability, the criterion
used to select the hazards was that the hesitancy of subjects to use a product
should not be significantly different based on the type of hazard associated
with the product. An ANOVA using the hesitancy data, with sex as a between
subject variable and hazard type as a within subject variable, was conducted.
The AN OVA revealed a significant main effect of Hazard Type,
10.83, Q.<.01.

E (2,

100) =

However, a Scheffe test indicated that the hesitancy ratings for

the inhalation hazard (M

= 4.1) and the eye contact hazard (M = 4.0) were not

significantly different. Accordingly, these hazards were selected for use in the
main experiment.
The information provided in the paragraphs on the back labels was
written using simple, short sentences. Sentences of this design are
recommended because they are easier to understand (Broadbent, 1977;
Peters, 1984).
The warning message was located at the top of the back panel. The
selection of this location was based on the finding that warning information is
most effective in terms of modifying behavior and in terms of recall when it is
unimbedded and placed at the top of the panel (Strawbridge, 1985).
The written warning message contained a signal word, followed by two
pieces of information: the nature of the hazard and the precautionary action
that should be taken before using the product. The signal word "Danger" was
used because a pilot study indicated that subjects perceive products with the
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word "Danger" on the labelas being more hazardous than products with
either the words "Caution'; or "Warning" on the label (Refer to Appendix A). It
was hoped that the use of this signal word, to some extent, would convey the
hazardousness of the product.
The back panels of the products that contained the warning symbol in
addition to the written warning were identical to the back panels of the
products that contained just the written warning except that a proactive or a
reactive symbol was placed in the top right corner of the label. To
accommodate the symbol, the layout of the warning paragraph was modified
slightly (this change can be seen by comparing Figures 6 and 9).
The selection of the warning symbols that were used on the back panels
was based on pilot study research (See Appendix A for details). The main
criterion used to select the best proactive and best reactive symbol for each
hazard type was that there could be no significant differences between the
comprehensiblity of the proactive and reactive symbols. An ANOVA, with
hazard type and symbol type as between subject variables, was conducted
using the comprehension data for certain symbols that had been selected
based on preliminary criteria. The results of the AN OVA were nonsiginficant,
F (2,80) = 2.33, Q>.05. The mean comprehensiblity ratings for the proactive
and reactive symbols for the inhalation hazard were 4.3 and 3.8, respectively.
The mean comprehensibility ratings for the proactive and reactive symbols for
the eye contact hazard were 4.5 and 3.8, respectively.
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The symbols on the back panels were 0.5 square inch in size, thereby
..
occu'pying five percent of the total label size. The selection of this size for the
warning symbol was based on the finding that a warning symbol is most
conspicuous when it consumes five percent of the entire package area
(Easterby et al., 1980).
To summarize, there were two products, liquid drain opener and wood
cleaner. Six labels were developed for each product, for a total of twelve
labels. For each product, three of the labels warned about eye contact and
three of the labels warned about inhaling fumes from the product. The way in
which the three warnings for the two types of hazards was presented varied:
one used only words, another contained words and a proactive symbol, and
the third contained words and a reactive symbol.
The personal protective equipment. Safety goggles appropriate to use in
the case of chemical splashes and a triangular-shaped plastic mask with a
cotton shield that fit over the mouth and nose were used.
Experimental Workspace
Figures 10 and 11 provide drawings of the configurations of the rooms in
which the liquid drain opener and the wood cleaner experiments,
respectively, were conducted. The same room was used for each
experiment, but the layout was different depending on whether the subjects
used the drain opener at a sink or the wood cleaner at a table.
The strategic placement of the safety equipment (i.e., the safety goggles
and the respirator) in the workspace was expected to play an important role in
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1 -sink
2 - two-tiered cart holding personal
protective equipment
3 - interview table
4 - table (for coal bin)
5 - workbench
6 - strength measurement equipment

Figure 10. Experimental workspace when liquid drain opener
was the product.
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20'

I

6

15'

partially
closed off

l
1 -sink

2 - two-tiered cart holding personal
protective equipment
3 - interview table
4 - table (for coal bin)
5- workbench
6 - strength measurement equipment

Figure 11. Experimental workspace when wood cleaner
was the product.
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the experiment. Located approximately two feet from the designated work
.

.

.

area was a two-tiered cart. A respirator, a pair of rubber gloves, a pair of
safety goggles, a can of wood stain, and a ruler were placed on the top shelf
of this cart. The lower shelf contained similar equipment. By placing the
appropriate apparatus among several items that one might commonly see in
a laboratory environment, the protective equipment was available for use, but
wasn't considered to be too conspicuous.
Procedure
In order to preclude subjects from guessing the purpose of the
experiment, subjects were told that the goal of the study was to determine if
there are differences in the way people work when they are listening to music
or not listening to music. All subjects were told that they were in the "no
music" condition.
Subjects were tested on individually. During the experimental session,
each subject was given an instruction sheet, which the experimenter read
aloud as the subject read along. Subjects were asked to place themselves in
the hypothetical situation in which company was expected shortly and they
were in a hurry to either unclog a sink or clean a wood coal bin (Refer to
Appendix B for sample instruction sheets.)
Each subject was instructed to determine if the product in front of them
was appropriate to use under the conditions described in the instruction
sheet. If they determined that the product was appropriate to use, then they
were told to use it. If they determined the product was not appropriate to use,
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then they were instructed to inform the experimenter, who then provided the
subject with further instructions (i.e.. , that the experiment was over).
After the instructions were read, the subjects performed the task. The
experimenter stood out of each subject's line of vision to be as unobtrusive as
possible. Each subject's behavior was observed as he or she proceeded
with the task. Compliance (or non-compliance) with the warning by the
subjects was easy to observe due to the nature of the appropriate
precautionary action that should have been taken (i.e., putting on either a pair
of safety goggles or a respirator). Because these precautionary measures
should be done prior to actually using the product, the experiment was
stopped once the subject removed the lid of the product.
The experimenter then verbally administered a questionnaire to each
subject to determine such things as whether he or she noticed the warning,
why they did or did not heed the warning, and if they recalled the specific
elements of the warning. This questionnaire is presented in Appendix C. The
product was not in view when the questionnaire was administered. However,
during part of the questionning a can that was identical in shape to the one
used in the experiment was shown to the subjects. The label on this can
contained outlined boxes that corresponded to the different sections of
information presented on the labels. Subjects were asked to identify the
location of the warning (if they reported they had noticed one) by pointing to
the appropriate box.
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It was anticipated that all subjects would proceed with the experimental
task because both products were appropriate to use' in the situations that
were presented. However, in the event that a subject stated that the product
was not appropriate to use, the experimenter ended the session and the
subject was excused. Because a measure of compliance could not be taken
for subjects who did not use the product, only the scores of subjects who
actually performed the task to the point of opening the product were used. In
fact, only two subjects were excused from the experiment for this reason.
At the end of the interview, all subjects received a debriefing sheet that
explained the true purpose of the study. (A sample debriefing sheet is
provided in Appendix D.)

Results
To facilitate interpretation of the multiple.analyses performed, the results
will be presented and organized in terms of the type of data that was
analyzed. First an overview of the data as a whole will be presented. Then
the results of the analyses performed on the data for noticing, read, and
following the warning as well as the data for recalling the warning information
will be discussed. This will be followed by the results of the analyses
conducted on the data for the characteristics of the users related to both the
products and the protective equipment. Supplementary analyses, not directly
pertaining to the main focus of the experiment, will then be explained and
discussed.
Appendix E contains the data for all of the measures taken in the
experiment.
Subject Selection
In this experiment, three questions were included in the questionnaire to
check for certain biases. The answers subjects gave to these three questions
were used as criteria for either including or rejecting the subject's data.
Two of these questions pertained to whether the subjects believed that
the precautionary action (either to wear goggles or wear a mask) would have
protected them against the potential dangers of products calling for their use
as well as the specific product in the experiment (see Appendix C, questions
17 and 18). Subjects who answered these questions with either a "1" or a "2"
(on a ?-point scale) believed that the protective equipment would have failed
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to adequately protect them for one reason or another. Because the behavior
of these 'subjects might easily have been biased due to this belief, all of the
data from these subjects were excluded from the experiment.
A third question used to determine whether a subject's data would be
excluded pertained to how severe the subject felt an injury could be if he or
she didn't wear the protective equipment (see Appendix C, question 24). The
data of subjects who gave a low rating on this question (either a "1" or a "2"
on a 7-point scale) were also dropped because it was feared that some of
these subjects may not have worn the protective equipment because they
didn't think they could be seriously injured if they misused the product.
In all, the data for seventeen subjects were dropped because of low
ratings on one or more of the three questions. This left an uneven number of
subjects per condition as well as an uneven number of males and females
per condition. Accordingly, it was decided that only six males and six females
per condition would be used in the analyses. In order to even out the number
of subjects per condition it was then necessary to drop the scores of an
additional seventeen subjects. The criterion used to select the additional
seventeen subjects that were dropped from the experiment was those
subjects who had answered the severity of injury question (item number 27
on the questionnaire) with a "3." If there was more than one rating of "3" on
the severity of injury question in a single condition (for either males or
females), then the data for the subject that was dropped was selected
randomly. The data of ten new subjects (which were acceptable based on
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the above criteria) were then added to the experimental data to even out the
number ot males and females per condition. ln total, the data from 34 ·subjects ·
were dropped and the data from 10 subjects were added. This lead to a total
of 12 subjects per condition, and 144 subjects in all.
Overall Results
Analyzing the experimental results in their totality, across all
experimental conditions, it was found that 88% of all of the subjects noticed
the warning on the product label. Forty-six percent of all the subjects read the
entire warning, while only 27% of all of the subjects actually followed the
warning. Figure 12 graphically displays these percentages.
A test of the differences between proportions revealed that the
percentage of people who noticed the warning was significantly greater than
both the percentage of people who read the warning (z; = 7.00, N = 288,
.Q<.0001, two-tailed) and the percentage of people who followed the warning

(z; = 10.02, N

= 288, .Q<.0001, two-tailed).

ln addition, the percentage of

people who read the warning was significantly greater than the percentage of
people who followed the warning

(~

= 3.17, N =288, .Q<.OOO 1, two-tailed).

Across the experimental conditions in which a symbol was present on
the back panel, 30% of the subjects noticed the symbol, while only 23% of the
subjects correctly described the symbol.
Forty-nine percent of the subjects correctly recalled the danger
associated with the product and 42% of the subjects correctly recalled the
precautionary action, across all experimental conditions.
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100%
88%
80%

60%
%of

Ss
40%

20%

0%

Noticed

Read

Followed

Figure 12. The percentages of subjects who noticed, read, and followed
the warning, across all conditions.
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Behavioral Data
The resuits of the analyses performed on the behavioral data are
presented separately for each of the independent variables (i.e., type of label,
familiarity with the product, and type of hazard). Each of these sections
contains three subsections. The first subsection describes the results of the
chi-square analyses performed on the data for noticing, reading, and
following the warning. The second subsection discusses the results of
chi-square analyses conducted on the data for noticing and recalling the
warning symbol. The third subsection describes the results of chi-square
analyses performed on the data for recalling the warning information.
The marginal proportions (as opposed to theoretical proportions) were
used to compute the chi-square expected values (Winer, 1962). Phi
coefficients ( ) and contingency coefficients (C, for complex chi-squares) are
reported along with the chi-squares, to indicate the degree of the relationship
between the two variables indicated.
A discussion of the specific questions that were used for the different
chi-square analyses as well as the procedures that were used to score the
data are presented in Appendix F.
The Label Type Variable
Noticing. reading. and following the warning. The data for the effect of
presenting the warning information in different ways (i.e., written, written with
proactive symbol, written with reactive symbol) is shown in Figure 13. A
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100%

88%

88%
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80%

60%

%of
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Noticed

Read

Followed

Figure 13. The percentages of subjects who noticed, read, and
followed the warning, based on the type of label.
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steady decline can be seen in the number of subjects who proceeded
through all three stages of noticing, reading and then following the warning.
Complex chi-square analyses revealed no significant relationships
between the type of label and either noticing, reading, or following the
warning. However, a trend can be seen in that when a symbol was provided
on the label in addition to the written warning, the subjects were more likely to
read and follow the warning.
Noticing and recalling the symbol. Figures 14 displays the percentages
of people who noticed and recalled the proactive and reactive symbols.
Simple chi-square analyses revealed no significant relationships between
the type of symbol and either noticing or recalling the symbol. However, a
trend can be seen in that the proactive symbol was both noticed and recalled
more often than the reactive symbol.
Recalling the danger and the precautionary action. Figure 15 displays
the percentages of people who recalled the danger and recalled the
precautionary action, across label types. The chi-square analyses for both of
these recall measures were not significant. However, if the recall data is
collapsed for the conditions in which there was a symbol on the label, then a
trend can be seen in that more people were able to recall both the danger
and the precautionary action when a symbol was displayed on the label than
when no symbol was displayed.
In addition, Figure 15 reveals that more subjects recalled the
precautionary action when the proactive symbol was on the label than when
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. Figure 14. The percentages of subjects who noticed and recalled the
proactive and reactive symbols, based on the type of label.
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Figure 15. The percentages of subjects who recalled the warning
information, based on the type of label.
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the reactive symbol was on the label. Conversely, more people recalled the
danger associated'with the product when the reactive symbol was ori the
label than when the proacive symbol was on the label. It appears that the
symbolically conveyed information may have assisted subjects in
remembering the same or similar information that is conveyed in written form.
Familiarity Variable
Question 21 ("On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being very unfamiliar and 7
being very familiar, how familiar would you say you are with a product like the
one you just saw?") was included to confirm that the subjects in this
experiment were significantly more familiar with drain opener than with wood
cleaner, as subjects had been in the pilot study. As will be discussed later in
detail (in the User Characteristic Data section), a four-way, between-subjects
analysis of variance of the familiarity data with label type, product type,
hazard type, and sex as between-subject variables revealed that the two
products were not perceived as being significantly different in terms of
familiarity. Accordingly, tests to see whether familiarity with the product
differentially influenced such behaviors as noticing, reading, and following a
warning could not be performed.
Hazard Type Variable
Noticing. reading. and following the warning. The percentages .of people
who noticed, read, and followed the warning, based on the type of hazard, is
presented in Figure 16. The figure also shows the steady decline in the
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Figure 16. The percentages of subjects who noticed, read, and followed
the warning, based on the type of hazard.
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number of subjects who proceeded through all three stages of noticing,
reading and then following the warning.
Chi-square analyses performed on this data revealed no significant
relationship between the hazard type variable and either noticing, reading, or
following the warning. However, a trend can be seen in that more subjects
noticed the warning when the product warned about an eye contact hazard
than when the product warned about an inhalation hazard. Conversely,
Figure 16 reveals that more subjects followed the warning when the product
warned about an inhalation hazard than when the product warned about an
eye contact hazard.
Noticing and recalling the symbol. Figure 17 shows the percentages of
people who noticed and recalled the symbol, based on the type of hazard
associated with the product. Chi-square analyses of this data revealed a
significant relationship between the type of hazard and noticing the symbol as
well as the type of hazard and describing the symboi,X2 (1, N = 96) = 4.94,
,Q=.03, f= 0.25, andl2 (1, N = 96) = 4.78, ,Q=.03, f= 0.25, respectively. People

both noticed and correctly recalled the symbols depicting the inhalation
hazard significantly more often than they noticed or recalled the symbols
depicting the eye contact hazard. However, more detailed analyses revealed
that this effect was primarily due to the proactive symbol for inhalation.
Chi-square analyses conducted to analyze the simple main effects for
the proactive symbols and the reactive symbols, based on the type of hazard,
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Figure 17. The percentages of subjects who noticed and recalled the
warning symbol, based on the type of hazard.
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revealed only a significant simple main effect for the proactive symbols,X2 (1,

N= 48) = 12.8, Q.=.0o'1, f = 0.52.

As shown in

Fi~ure 18, subjects noticed and

recalled the proactive symbol for inhalation significantly more often than they
noticed and recalled the proactive symbol for eye contact. Figure 18 also
reveals the relative lack of difference between the number of subjects who
noticed and recalled the reactive symbols, based on the type of hazard.
Recalling the danger and the precautionary action. Figure 19 displays
the percentages of people who recalled the danger and recalled the
precautionary action, based on the type of hazard. Chi-square analyses
revealed no significant relationships between the type of hazard and recalling
either type of warning information, but as is evidenced in Figure 19, subjects
were able to recall both types of warning information more often when the
product warned about an eye contact hazard.
User Characteristic Data
Five items on the experimental questionnaire were included to measure
how the subjects perceived different dimensions related to both the products
and the protective equipment. A list of these dimensions (dependent
variables) is presented in Table 1. Eight statistical analyses were performed
on each of the measured dimensions. These analyses include a four-way
analysis of variance with familiarity (henceforth referred to, more
appropriately, as product type), label type, hazard type, and sex as
between-subject variables, and individual t-tests for noticing, reading, and
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Figure 18. The percentages of subjects who noticed and recalled the
reactive symbol (a} and the proactive symbol (b), based on
the type of hazard.
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Figure 19. The percentages of subjects who recalled the warning
information, based on the type of hazard.
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Table 1
. Dimensions Associated With Either the Product or the Protective Equipment
That Were Rated by the Subjects

Familiarity with the product
Perceived hazardousness of the product
Perceived confidence in using the product safely
Perceived likelihood of injury due to misusing the product
Perceived severity of injury due to misusing the product
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following the warning, as well as noticing the symbol, recalling the symbol,
recalling the danger, and recalling the precautionary action.
To facilitate interpretation of the analyses performed, the results are
presented separately for each dimension. The question that was used to
obtain the data for each dimension is presented at the beginning of each
section. Each of these sections contains three subsections. The first
subsection, entitled "Manipulated Variables," describes the results of the
four-way ANOVA for that dimension. The second subsection, entitled
"Behavioral Variables," reports the results of the individual t-tests for noticing,
reading, and following the warning as well as noticing the symbol for that
dimension. The third subsection, entitled "Recall Measures," presents the
results of the individual t-tests for recalling the symbol, and recalling the
danger and the precautionary action associated with the product, for that
dimension.

A visual aid, which displays the significant test results for the dimensions
discussed in this section, is provided in Figure 20. Significant test results
were obtained for cells marked with an "X."
Familiarity Ratings
The guestion. "On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being very unfamiliar and 7
being very familiar, how familiar would you say you are with a product like the
one you just saw?"
Manipulated variables. A four-factor ANOVA with Product Type, Label
Type, Hazard Type, and Sex as between-subject variables was conducted as

Dimension

Individual t-tests

Four-Way Analysis of Variance
Label
Type

Product
Type

Hazard
Type
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Interactions
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!
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Hazardousness

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X
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of Injury
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of Injury
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X

Figure 20. Significant test results for the subjective ratings.
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a check to confirm that the subjects in the thesis experiment were significantly
more familiar with the drain opener than with the wood cleaner, as subjects
had been in the pilot study.
The AN OVA Table and Table of Means for this dimension are presented
in Tables 1 and 2 of Appendix G, respectively.
The ANOVA revealed that subjects were not significantly more familiar
with drain opener as expected. The results showed only a significant Product
Type x Label Type x Hazard Type interaction, F{2, 120) = 3.61, Q.=.03. Figure
21 graphically portrays this three-way interaction. It appears that subjects
were generally more familiar with products warning about an eye contact
hazard, except when the product has a warning label on it that contains a
reactive symbol. A simple interaction can be seen between Hazard Type and
Product Type, for products in the reactive Label Type condition. Subjects
were more familiar with drain opener than with wood cleaner when the
products warned about an inhalation hazard. In contrast, subjects were more
familiar with wood cleaner than with drain opener when the products warned
about an eye contact hazard.
Due to the fact that the main effect of Product Type was not significant, no
other analyses of the familiarity data were conducted.
Confidence Ratings
The question. "On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being not very confident and 7
being very confident, how confident would you feel about going ahead and
using the product safely without injuring yourself?"

Hazard Type

Familiarity
Ratings
7.0

7.0

6.0

6.0

5.0

5.0

4.0

4.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

Written

Proactive
Drain Opener

Reactive

I

Written

Proactive

•

Inhalation

•

Eye Contact

Reactive

Wood Cleaner

Figure 21. Product Type x Label Type x Hazard Type interaction based on perceived
familiarity ratings.
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Manipulated variables. A four-factor ANOVA of the confidence data was
conducted using Product Type, Label Type, Hazard Type, and Sex as
between-subject variables. The results showed significant main effects of
Hazard Type and Sex, as well as a significant Product Type x Hazard Type
interaction.
The AN OVA Table and Table of Means for this dimension are presented
in Tables 3 and 4 of Appendix G, respectively.
A significant main effect of Hazard Type, F(1 ,120) = 4.54, Q=.04, reflected
the fact that people were more confident about using products with an eye
contact hazard (M = 6.0) than about using products with an inhalation hazard
(M = 5.5). In addition, a significant main effect of Sex, F(1, 120) = 7.82,
Q=.006, showed that males (M = 6.1) were more confident than females (M =
5.5) about using products safely without injury.
The significant Product Type x Hazard Type interaction, F(1, 120) = 5.12,
Q=.03, indicated that there was no difference in the confidence levels of
subjects using a wood cleaner containing a warning about either type of
hazard, but the confidence level of subjects using a drain opener containing a
warning about an eye contact hazard (M = 6.1) was significantly higher than
the confidence level of subjects using the same product containing a warning
about an inhalation hazard (M = 5.2). This interaction is graphically portrayed
in Figure 22.
Behavioral variables. Individual t-tests were conducted on the
confidence data for noticing, reading, and following the warnings as well as
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Figure 22. Product Type x Hazard Type interaction based on
perceived confidence ratings.
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noticing the symbol. No significant results were found, but there was one
trend. The people who were more confident (M,; 5.9) about using the
product safely without injury followed the warning less often than the people
who were less confident (M = 5.5) about using the product safely, 1 (142) =

1.68, !l=.09.
Recall measures. Individual t-tests conducted to determine whether
confidence in using the product affected subject recall of the danger, recall of
the precautionary action, or recall of the warning symbol, all yielded
nonsignificant results.
Hazardousness Ratings
The guestion. "On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being not very hazardous and
7 being very hazardous, how hazardous do you perceive this product as
being?"
Manipulated variables. A four-factor ANOVA of the hazardousness data
with Product Type, Label Type, Hazard Type, and Sex as between-subject
variables was conducted. The experimenter neglected to ask nine subjects
how hazardous they perceived the product to be. So, for the purposes of this
analysis, nine originally missing values were replaced with their respective
cell means. The results of this test showed significant main effects of Product
Type, Label Type, and Sex, as well as a significant Sex x Product Type
interaction.
The ANOVA Table and Table of Means for this dimension are presented
in Tables 5 and 6 of Appendix G, respectively.
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A significant main effect of Product Type, E(1, 120) = 11.48, !l=.001,
revealed that- drain opener (M = 4.8) was perceived as being significantly
more hazardous than wood cleaner (M = 3.9).
A significant main effect of Label Type, F(2,120) = 3.93, !l=.02, showed
that the hazardousness of the product was affected by the type of label the
product had. A Newman-Keuls test of the data confirmed that products
containing written warnings and a symbol were perceived as being
significantly more hazardous (Proactive: M = 4.6; Reactive: M = 4.5) than
products containing only a written warning (M = 3.8).
A significant main effect of Sex, E(1, 120) = 4.13, Q=.04, showed that
females (M = 4.6) perceived the products as being significantly more
hazardous than males (M = 4.0). In addition, the significant Product Type x
Sex interaction, F(1, 120)

~

4.13, Q.=.04, revealed that males and females had

precisely the same perception of the hazardousness of the drain opener. In
contrast, males (M = 3.3) and females (M =4.8) differed greatly in their
perception of the hazardousness of the wood cleaner, with females
perceiving the wood cleaner as being more hazardous. This interaction is
graphically displayed in Figure 23.
Behavioral variables. Individual t-tests were conducted on the
hazardousness data for noticing, reading, and following the warnings. The
results showed that the people who noticed the warning perceived the
product as being more hazardous than the people who did not notice the
warning, but the t-test was not significant, 1 (142) = 1.67, Q=.1. The people
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Figure 23. Product Type x Sex interaction based on perceived
hazardousness ratings.
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who read the warning perceived the product as being significantly more
.
.
hazardous (M = 4. 7) than the people who did not read the warning (M = 4.0),

1 (142) = 2.59, Q.=.01. Similarly, the people who followed the warning
perceived the product as being significantly more hazardous (M = 5.0) than
the people who did not follow the warning (M = 4.0), 1 (142) = 3.16, Q.=.001.
At-test conducted on the hazardousness data for noticing the symbol
was not significant.
Recall measures. Individual t-tests performed on the hazardousness
data for those recalling the danger and for those recalling the precautionary
action both yielded significant results, 1 (142) = 1.95, Q=.05, and 1 (142) = 2.66,
.Q.=.009, respectively. The people who recalled the danger perceived the

product as being significantly more hazardous (M = 4.6) than the people who
did not recall the specific danger (M = 4.0). Similarly, the people who
recalled the precautionary action perceived the product as being significantly
more hazardous (M = 4. 7) than the people who did not recall the
precautionary action (M = 4.0).
At-test conducted on the hazardousness data for recalling the symbol
was not significant.
Likelihood of Injury Ratings
The question. "On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being not very likely and 7
being very likely, how likely do you think it would be for a person to have an
accident if they did not use the protective equipment when using the
product?"
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Manipulated variables. A four-way ANOVA of the likelihood of injury data
with Product Type, Label Type, Hazard Type, and Sex as between-subject
variables was conducted. Significant main effects were found for Hazard
Type and for Sex.
The ANOVA Table and Table of Means for this dimension are presented
in Tables 7 and 8 of Appendix G, respectively.
A significant main effect of Hazard Type, F(1, 120) = 10.26, Q.=.002,
showed that people believed it was significantly more likely for an accident to
occur when a person didn't wear the protective equipment when using a
product warning about an inhalation hazard (M = 4.3) than when he or she
didn't wear the protective equipment when using a product warning about an
eye contact hazard (M = 3.5). A significant main effect of Sex, F(1 ,120) = 6.4,
J2=.01, revealed that females (.M = 4.3) believed it was more likely for an
accident to occur when a person didn't wear the protective equipment when
using a product than did males (M = 3.6).
Behavioral variables. Individual t-tests conducted on the likelihood of
injury data for noticing, reading, and following the warning, as well as noticing
the symbol, yielded significant results only for following the warning, 1 (142)
2.17, ,Q=.03. The results showed that the people who followed the warning
believed that an accident was significantly more likely to occur if the
protective equipment was not worn (M = 4.4) than the people who did not
follow the warning (M = 3.8).

=
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Recall measures. T-tests performed on the likelihood of injury data for
recalling the danger, recalling the precautionary action, and recalling the
symbol were all nonsignificant.
Severity of Injury Data
The guestion. "On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being not very severe and 7
being very severe, how severe do you think an injury could be if a person
didn't use the protective equipment when they went to use the product?"
Manipulated variables. A four-factor ANOVA of the severity of injury data
with Product Type, Label Type, Hazard Type, and Sex as between-subject
variables was conducted. The results showed only a main effect of Hazard
Type, F (1, 120) = 16.83, Q=.0001. People believed an eye injury (M = 5. 7)
would be significantly more severe than an injury due to inhaling vapors from
either of the products (M

= 4.9).

The AN OVA Table and Table of Means for this dimension are presented
in Tables 9 and 10 of Appendix G, respectively.
Behavioral variables. All t-tests conducted on the severity of injury data
for noticing, reading, and following the warning, as well as noticing the
symbol were nonsignificant.
Recall measures. All t-tests performed on the severity of injury data for
recalling the danger, recalling the precautionary action, and recalling the
symbol were nonsignificant.
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Supplementary Analyses

-

.

Several items on the questionnaire were included to obtain the subjects'
views regarding other issues related to either the products or the protective
equipment.
Before/After Comparison of the Hazardousness Ratings
The question "On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being not very hazardous and 7
being very hazardous, how hazardous do you perceive the product as
being?" was asked near the beginning of the interview and again near the
end of the interview. The question was repeated so that a comparison could
be made of the "before" and "after" hazardousness ratings for those subjects
who did not read the warning, and thus were not aware that the product was
dangerous. It was hypothesized that the mean hazardousness rating subjects
had for the products would increase significantly after the subjects learned
about the inherent dangers of the products (during the interview discussion).
Paired t-tests were conducted using the "before" and "after"
hazardousness ratings for subjects who did not read the warning on the
product label and also for subjects who did read the warning. As expected,
the hazardousness ratings of the subjects who did read the warning did not
significantly change. In contrast, the paired t-test for subjects who had not
read the warning was significant, 1 (71) = 3.48, Q=.0008. The mean
hazardousness rating before the subjects knew about the inherent dangers of
the product was 4.0. Once the subjects had learned about the dangers of the
product, the mean hazardousness rating increased to 5.2. It appears that
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increasing a person's awareness of the dangers associated with a product
.

.

serves to influence his or her overall perception of the product's
hazardousness.
Another Measure of Perceived Hazardousness
When a person is asked to give a rating of perceived hazardousness,
two main issues a person considers when giving this rating are the likelihood
of being injured and the severity of that injury should one occur. Accordingly,
the data for the "How likely do you think it would be to have an accident"
question and the data from the "How severe do you think an injury could be"
question were combined multiplicatively for each subject, to provide another
measure of perceived hazardousness. Several analyses were conducted on
this combined data.
A four-way ANOVA of this data was conducted using Product Type, Label
Type, Hazard Type, and Sex as between-subject variables. The ANOVA
Table and Table of Means for this dimension are presented in Tables 11 and
12 of Appendix G, respectively.
The results showed only a significant main effect for Sex, F (1, 120} =
4.63, .Q=.03. In accordance with the results from the hazardousness rating
question, females (M = 23.2) perceived the products as being significantly
more hazardous than males (M = 19.0).
Individual t-tests were also conducted on this data for noticing, reading,
and following the warning, as well as noticing the symbol, recalling the
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symbol, recalling the danger, and recalling the precautionary action. All
results were nonsignificant.
The fact that fewer significant effects were found for this measure of
hazardousness than were found for the other measure of hazardousness
(see pages 60-63) is most likely attributable to the increased range of
possible scores. For this measure the range of scores was from 1 to 49,
whereas the range of scores for the other measure of hazardousness was
only from 1 to 7.
Protective Equipment Use Ratings and Effectiveness Ratings
Subjects were asked whether they had ever worn the type of protective
equipment specified on the warning of the product. Of the 72 subjects who
were in the eye contact hazard condition, 52 subjects had previously worn
safety goggles, usually in a college science class. Of the 72 subjects who
were in the inhalation hazard condition, 17 subjects had previously worn a
mask-type respirator. On a 7-point scale, 1 being not very often and 7 being
very often, the mean frequency of use for subjects in the eye contact hazard
condition was 2.2, while the mean frequency of use for subjects in the
inhalation hazard condition was 1.6. A t-test comparing how often subjects
had worn the two types of protective equipment yielded nonsignificant results.
Subjects who had previously worn the protective equipment were also
asked two other questions. These questions had subjects rate how effective
they believed the protective equipment was, both in general as well as in the
particular scenario they had just gone through (see Appendix C, questions 18
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and 19). The results of individual t-tests conducted on both of the
effectiveness ratings for noticing, reading, and following the warning were all
nonsignificant. The results oft-tests performed on both of the effectiveness
ratings for the recall measures were also nonsignificant.
Individual t-tests were also conducted to see if either of the effectiveness
ratings were influenced by the type of product, the label type (written versus
symbol), the type of hazard, or sex. Significant results were obtained only for
the type of hazard t-test for the "general" effectiveness data, 1 (67) = 2.38,
Q=.02. These results showed that subjects believed that, in general, a pair of
safety goggles (M = 6.0) would provide more effective protection than a
mask-type respirator (M = 5.3). In contrast, subjects did not believe that in the
scenario they had just been in there was any difference in the effectiveness of
the two types of protective equipment.
At-test was also conducted to determine whether compliance was
affected by perceived effectiveness of the protective equipment (in the
specific scenario). The results of this test were not significant. This latter
finding is important because it generally rules out the possibility that subjects
based their decision of whether to wear the protective equipment on how
effective they thought the equipment was.
Correlations
A correlation matrix for six of the dimensions measured in the experiment
is provided in Figure 24. Cells containing correlation values above .163 are
significant at the .05 level of probability. These values are marked with an
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asterisk(*) for easy identification. A negative (-)sign indicates the
dimensions are inversely related.
Hazardousness rating. The hazardousness rating was found to be
significantly correlated with the likelihood of injury rating, the severity of injury
rating, and the hazardousness rating obtained by multiplying the likelihood
rating by the severity of injury rating. These findings support the belief that, at
least for those similar to the subjects who participated in this study,
perceptions about both the probability of being injured as well as the severity
of an injury should one occur influence a person's judgement of how
hazardous a product is. However, as the correlational data reveals, these
perceptions do not account for much of the total variance.
Likelihood of injury rating. A significant positive correlation was found
between the perceived likelihood of being injured and the perceived severity
of an injury should an accident occur. In addition, the likelihood of being
inj,ured was also inversely related to the perceived confidence about using a
product safely. It seems that the more likely a subject thought it was to have
an accident when using the product, the less confident the subject was about
using the product.
Hazardousness rating (based on the multiplication of the likelihood of
injury rating and the severity of injury rating). As expected, this rating was
found to be significantly correlated with the likelihood of injury rating and the
severity of injury rating. In addition, it was inversely correlated with the
confidence rating.
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Confidence rating. The confidence was found to be positively related to
familiarity. As expected, the more familiar a subject was whh the product, the
more confident he or she was about using the product safely. No other
significant correlations were found.
In summary, several common-sense predictions about relationships
between the dimensions discussed above have been validated by the results
obtained in this experiment. In particular, the significant correlations found
between perceived hazardousness and both perceived likelihood of injury
and perceived severity of injury add credence to the theory that these two
perceptions do have some influence an overall rating of perceived
hazardousness.

Discussion
Overall
Examining the statistics across all conditions, a steady decline was seen
in the number of subjects who first noticed (88%), then read (46%), and finally
followed the warning (27%). Forty-nine percent of the subjects recalled the
danger associated with the product, and 42% of the subjects recalled the
precautionary action associated with the product.
The reasons given for not following the warning after the subjects had
read it fell into three general categories. The majority of subjects (65%) who
read the warning but did not follow it thought the product was hazardous, but
they also felt that if they used the product in what they considered to be a safe
manner (other than what was called for on the product), then they wouldn't
hurt themselves. Twenty-two percent of the subjects didn't comply with the
warning because they didn't perceive the product as being hazardous
enough to take the recommended precautionary action. In addition, 13% of
the subjects reported that they just didn't think about it-complying with the
warning was simply was not of great concern to them.
In the Strawbridge study (1985), 91% of the subjects noticed the
warning, 77% of the subjects read the warning, 37% of the subjects followed
the warning, 51% of the subjects recalled the danger, and 55% of the
subjects recalled the precautionary action. Due to the fact that this study and
the Strawbridge study were so similar in terms of the experimental design, it
seems appropriate that a few comparisons be made. First, the statistics
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revealed a marked difference between the numbers of subjects who read the
warnings (i.e., 46% ln this study compared to 77% in the Strawbridge study).
This difference is most likely due to differences in the operational definitions
for "reading" in each study. For this study, only subjects who had read the
entire warning (i.e., both sentences) were given a "yes" score on the reading
measure. The "yes" scores for reading in the Strawbridge study did not
differentiate between reading only one or both of the sentences in the
warning.
The proportions of subjects who complied in this study and the
Strawbridge study were not found to be significantly different

(~

= 1.82, N =

324, Q=.07). Despite the lack of statistical significance, a trend clearly exists.
This variance is believed to be due to differences in what subjects had to do
to comply with the on-product warnings. For the Strawbridge study, subjects
had only to shake a container of adhesive glue to comply with the warning. In
this study, compliance mandated that subjects first locate a form of protective
equipment, and then put the equipment on, which in many cases required
repeated adjustments of an elastic strap to make the piece of equipment fit
properly.
A study conducted by Godfrey, Rothstein, and Laughery (1985) supports
this theory regarding the cost of compliance. Findings in this study also
indicated that the less someone physically had to go out of his or her way, the
more effective the warning was in promoting safe behavior.
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The percentages of subjects who freely recalled the warning information
in this study and the Strawbridge study (1985} were quite similar. In both
studies, more subjects were able to recall the danger associated with the
product than were able to recall the precautionary action. This difference is
probably due to the fact that more subjects read just the first sentences in the
warnings (which contained the information about the danger). Recall of the
two types of warning information is thus, probably close to being
proportionally the same. Based on these findings, it seems that subjects were
able to recall the consumer product warning information they had just read
minutes before only about 50% of the time.
Despite the steady decline in the number of subjects who noticed, read,
and then followed the warning, one of the most important conclusions that
can be drawn from this study is that, contrary to conclusions drawn by
McCarthy, Finnegan, Krumm-Scott, and McCarthy (1984), warnings can be
effective in modifying user behavior. This statement is supported by the fact
that while 59% of the subjects who read the warning acted upon the
information (i.e., 39 of the 66 who read also followed), none of the
(seventeen) subjects who failed to notice the warning took any sort of
precautionary action. For all intents and purposes, this latter group of
subjects serve (in an ad hoc fashion) as a control group representing the
condition in which no warnings were placed on the products. Based on this
comparison, it is concluded that the 39 subjects who followed the warning
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were motivated to do so because of the information presented in the warning.
Thus, for 27% of the total sample, a warning served to modify behavior. It
should also be noted that, under different conditions, levels of compliance
ranged from 8% to 42% (refer to the right-most column of Appendix E-1 for a
breakdown of the percentages of subjects who complied under different
experimental conditions).
The Type of Label
The main focus of this experiment was to determine the effect of adding
symbols to written warnings on consumer products. It was hypothesized that
the attention-getting qualities of the symbols would serve to significantly
increase the number of people who noticed and read the warning.
Furthermore, it was believed that the redundant warning information provided
by the proactive symbols would significantly increase the number of subjects
who followed the warning as well as the number of subjects who recalled the
warning information. Surprisingly, none of these hypotheses were confirmed.
Although the number of people who noticed, read, followed, and recalled the
warning was greater in all conditions in which a symbol was present, the
effect of adding the symbol was just not great enough to produce statistically
significant results.
In terms of the characteristics of the users that were measured, it appears
that the type of label did not significantly influence the subjects' confidence
about using the product safely or their perception of how likely or how severe
an injury could be if they didn't wear the protective equipment. On the other
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hand, the type of label displayed on the products did significantly influence
the subjects' perceiv'ed hazardousness of the products. Adding a symbol to
the warning label significantly increased the perceived hazardousness of the
products.
The subjects who read and followed the warning perceived the product
as being significantly more hazardous than the subjects who did not read and
follow the warning, respectively. In addition, the subjects who saw a product
containing a symbol on the label perceived the product as being significantly
more hazardous than the subjects who saw a product containing just the
written warning. Based on these findings, subjects who saw a product with a
symbol on the label should have read and followed the warning significantly
more often than subjects who saw a product containing only a written
warning. Although this trend was found, the chi-square results of the label
type data for reading and following the warning were not significant. It is
theorized that the addition of the symbol served to increase the subjects'
perceived level of hazardousness of the product, but that this increase was
not great enough to produce a significantly measurable change in behavior.
Overall, these results showed that the perceived hazardousness of a
product is one of the factors that plays a significant role in motivating people
to read and follow a warning. This finding, based on true behavioral
measures, confirms what had been presumed to be true based on the results
of studies that had used subjective techniques measuring only hypothetical
behaviors (Godfrey et al., 1983; Wogalter, Desaulniers, & Brelsford, 1986).
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Familiarity with the Products
The finding that the subjects were not ·significantly more familiar with
drain opener than with wood cleaner was also quite surprising. In the pilot
study, the mean familiarity ratings of the subjects for the drain opener and the
wood cleaner were 4.9 and 3.2, respectively (on a 7-point scale). In the main
experiment, the mean familiarity ratings of the subjects for the drain opener
and the wood cleaner were 2.9 and 2.8, respectively.
The exact cause of the discrepancy between the familiarity ratings for the
drain opener in the pilot study and the main experiment is unclear. The
discrepancy may have been due to the fact that the two studies were run in
different semesters, but the idea that two significantly different subject pools
were used seems remote. It may be that this phenomenon occurred, in part,
because subjects in the pilot study did not actually view or handle products
when they gave their ratings. Based on this hypothesis, the familiarity ratings
in the main experiment are believed to be more accurate than the ratings
given in the pilot study.
Two statistical tests yielded significant results for the Familiarity variable.
The analysis of variance performed on the familiarity data for the two different
products revealed a Product Type x Label Type x Hazard Type interaction. It
should be noted that all the familiarity scores were between 2.0 and 3.8 on a
7-point scale (with a rating of 1 meaning "not very familiar" and 7 meaning
"very familiar"). This indicates that in general, subjects were not very familiar
with either of the products. In addition, an 2 test indicated that this interaction
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accounted for only 5% of the total variance. Thus, although a significant
three-way interaction was found, its overall importance is minimal.
The ANOV A performed on the hazardousness data for the two different
products was also significant. This test revealed that subjects perceived the
drain opener as being significantly more hazardous than the wood cleaner.
Although t-tests for the hazardousness data for reading and following a
warning indicated that the more hazardous a product was perceived as being
the more likely the subjects were to both read and follow the warning, it is
presumed that, like the findings for the Label Type variable, the difference in
the perceived hazardousness between the two products was not great
enough to produce a significant change in behavior.
The Type of Hazard
No significant differences were expected between the number of people
who complied with the warning or recalled the warning information based on
the type of hazard associated with the product. The results support these
hypotheses.
There were, however, some unexpected findings. A Hazard Type x
Symbol Type interaction revealed that subjects noticed and correctly recalled
the proactive symbols depicting the inhalation hazard significantly more often
than they noticed or recalled the proactive symbols depicting the eye contact
hazard.

,, .
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There are probably several reasons why the proactive symbol for the
inhalation hazard was noticed and recalled more often than the others. A few
possible explanations will be presented.
The proactive symbol for inhalation seems to have certain graphic
qualities not shared by the other three symbols. For example, the proactive
symbol for inhalation seems like it has a better ratio of dark space to light
space. It also seems to have a clean geometric contrast between a triangular
shape and a circular shape, while some of the others appear more cluttered.
Perhaps some of these graphic qualities contribute to making the symbol
comparatively more conspicuous.
One other difference between the proactive symbol for inhalation and the
other three symbols is that it seems to be the most "human-looking" of all of
the symbols, particularly with regard to the person's eyes. It is possible that
people are attracted to graphics that more closely resemble what humans
really look like, instead of some of the simpler block-like shapes that are
being used more frequently in symbols today (e.g., see the proactive symbol
for eye contact).
Subjects who followed the warning believed that an accident was
significantly more likely to occur (if they didn't wear the protective equipment)
than the subjects who did not follow the warning. Moreover, subjects
believed that an accident was significantly more likely to occur if they didn't
wear a mask than if they didn't wear safety goggles. It logically follows that
significantly more subjects should have worn the mask than the safety
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goggles. Indeed, the data support this reasoning, but the effect was
apparently not great enough to produce statistically significant results. In any
event, it appears that the perceived likelihood of being injured is another
factor that influences "safe" behavior, and that the type of hazard associated
with a product influences this perception.
A significant negative correlation was found between the subjects'
confidence ratings and their likelihood of injury ratings. The ANOVA results
for the hazard type variable using the confidence ratings reflect this
correlation. These results showed that subjects were significantly less
confident about using products with an inhalation hazard (the products
scoring higher on the likelihood of injury rating) than about using products
with an eye contact hazard, although a Product Type x Hazard Type
interaction indicated that this difference existed only for the drain opener.
Overall, these findings support the notion that the less likely a person thinks it
is that he or she will be injured when using a product, the more confident he
or she will be about using the product safely.
In contrast to the likelihood of injury data, the severity of injury data
revealed that subjects believed that if an accident were to occur, then an
injury associated with not wearing the safety goggles would be significantly
more severe than an injury due to not wearing a mask. The more salient
nature of eye injuries compared to respiratory injuries may be responsible for
this difference.

A significant main effect of Sex was found for the ratings on perceived
confidence, perceived hazardousness, and perceived likelihood of injury. A
Sex x Hazard Type interaction was also found. Overall, females were less
confident than males about using the product safely. Females also perceived
the products as being more hazardous and the likelihood of injury to be
greater. The Sex x Hazard Type interaction revealed that males and females
had the same perception of the hazardousness of the drain opener, while
females gave a higher rating for the hazardousness of the wood cleaner.
These findings indicate that, across most of the dimensions measured,
females took a more conservative stand than did males. This more
conservative stance, however, does not appear to have been strong enough
to create a statistically significant difference between the sexes in terms of
noticing, reading, or following the warning.
Generalizations and Limitations
The experimental situation used in the study was designed to yield high
external validity. The experimental premise of having the subjects read the
back label of a product to determine if the product suited their needs is
believed to have appropriately simulated what actually occurs when a person
goes to use a product for the first time. However, it should be noted that the
generalizability of the findings in this study extends only to first-time users, as
studies have shown that with the repetitive use of products, subjects may be
less likely to notice a warning (Godfrey & Laughery, 1984).
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The results of this study should be interpreted with three other limitations
.

.

in mind. First, the back label of the product was designed using many human
factors principles including the use of uncomplicated wording and short
sentences. To the extent that other product labels often do not employ such
design principles, the percentages of subjects who notice, read, and
subsequently follow such warnings may be less that the percentages
obtained in this study.
Second, the type of subject who participated in this study should not be
overlooked. Most of the subjects were young, motivated college students.
Different types of people (e.g., the elderly) may approach the use of consumer
products differently. Whether the same results would have occurred if a
different subject pool had been used is unknown.
Third, the type of hazard associated with the products was found to
influence the perceived likelihood of being injured, the perceived severity of
an injury, and the perceived confidence in using the product safely. To some
extent these perceptions influenced behavior. Thus, the results of this study
may not generalize to products that warn about hazards that were not
examined in this study. However, it is expected that the same general
principle should apply.

Conclusions
The goal of this study was to examine some of the factors that influenced
when a subject noticed, read, and followed a warning placed on a consumer
product. The results indicated that in about 90% of the cases, users did
notice a warning. Unfortunately, the link between noticing and reading a
warning was often broken. Only a little more than 50% of the users who
noticed the warning went on to read the entire warning. The major factor
found to influence whether a user would read the warning was the perceived
hazardousness of the product. The more hazardous a product was perceived
as being, the more likely it was for a user to read the warning. Factors such
as how confident a user was about using the product safely, the perceived
likelihood of being injured, and the perceived severity of an injury should an
accident have occurred, were not shown to have significantly influenced
whether a user read the warning.
One of the main problems related to warning effectiveness seems to be
getting the user to read the warning. Getting people to follow a warning
seems to be less of a problem. In this study, about 60% of the the users who
read the warning also followed the warning. The addition of a symbol to a
written warning was used in an attempt to increase the number of users who
read the warning. It did not prove to be an overly effective method. Clearly
there is a strong need for continued research to determine what can be done
to increase the number of users who read warnings.
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The results of this study, similar to those of Strawbridge (1985), indicated
that once users realized they were reading a warning they tended to skip to
the uses section. Almost 20% of the subjects in this study read just the first
sentence of the warning. When queried about why they stopped reading the
warning section, the majority of subjects stated that they weren't interested in
learning about the dangers of the product, but rather what the product could
be used for. Apparently, the subjects' mindset was simply to use the product,
not to use the product safely. The finding that many users perceived the
warning information as unimportant may be due, in part, to the fact that the
users were reading only the first sentence of the warning which contained the
"non-critical" warning information.
The finding thatso many users only read the first part of a warning,
combined with the fact that, in most cases, the first sentences of warnings
contain non-critical information has glaring human factors design
implications. Simply stated, the most critical warning information, the
information regarding how a person about to use the product can protect
himself or herself, should be presented first. The findings in this study support
the idea that significantly more people will learn how to protect themselves if
the critical warning information is presented first. It should be noted that this
design recommendation is in sharp contrast to the recommendations made
by at least one respected manual on the design of warnings (FMC, 1980).
Guidelines in this manual call for placing the instructional information on the
bottom of the warning.
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This study also revealed that once users had read the warning, several
factors influenced whether they acted upon the warning information. Again,
the perceived hazardousness of the product played a major role. The more
hazardous the product was perceived as being, the more likely the users
were to comply with the warning. In addition, the research indicated that a
symbol placed on the product's label proved to significantly increase the
perceived hazardousness of the product. This, however, did not translate into
a significant increase in subject compliance.
The perceived likelihood of being injured when using the product was
another significant factor that influenced whether users followed the warning.
The more likely users thought they were to be injured, the more likely they
were to follow the warning.
Comments by the subjects revealed that the majority of subjects (65%)
who read the warning but did not follow it thought the product was hazardous
but they also felt that if they used the product in what they considered to be a
safe manner, then they wouldn't hurt themselves. For both types of hazards
this basically meant holding the product at a "reasonable" distance. It
appears, that in many instances, the subjects had a false sense of security.
Whether this attitude is based on the type of person using the product, or is in
some way generated by the type of warning presented on the product is
unknown. Research to determine the cause of such thinking and what can be
done to modify it is clearly needed.

Placing the critical warning information first and adding a well-designed
'

.

symbol to the warning label are two changes that can be made to the design
of many consumer product warnings. Both of these design recommendations
should serve to increase the number of users who read and perhaps follow
the warning.
The goal of this research was to examine some of the issues related to
designing effective on-product warnings. Characteristics associated with the
user as they affected the user's motivation to read and follow on-product
warnings were also investigated. This research has shed some light on some
of those factors and design recommendations have been made. Additional
. research is needed to determine other factors that influence the behavior of
consumer product users and how that knowledge can be used to design
more effective on-product warnings.
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Appendix A
Pilot Study
Two experiments were conducted to collect information necessary to
design the thesis experiment. The first experiment involved collecting
information about the characteristics of the subjects who will be participating
in the thesis experiment. This information was needed to select the products
that will be used in the experiment as well as the types of hazards that will be
associated with those products.
The second experiment was conducted to determine the best design of
the warning symbols that will be used on the labels of the products in the
thesis experiment.
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Experiment 1 - The Selection of Products
Studies. have found that several factors may influence whether a person
will bother to look at the warning label of a consumer product (Godfrey,
Allender, Laughery, & Smith, 1983; Wright, Creighton, & Threlfall, 1982).
These factors include, at a minimum, familiarity with the product, frequency
and recency of use, and perceived hazardousness of the product.
The thesis experiment will require subjects to interact with certain
consumer products. In addition, one of the independent variables will be
familiarity with the product and another will be the type of hazard associated
with the product. Because the factors mentioned above have been found to
influence whether someone will look at a product's warning label, a pilot
study was conducted to determine some of the characteristics of the types of
subjects who will participate in the thesis experiment.
In this study, information was obtained on the following factors for ten
consumer products:
1. Familiarity with the product
2. Frequency and recency of use
3.

Perceived hazardousness of the product (in
general)

4. Perceived self-confidence in using the product
safely
5. Perceived severity of injury if the product is
misused

,, .
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6. Perceived hazardousness of products based on the
signal word presented on the label (i.e., Warning,
Caution, Danger)
7. Perceived hazardousness of products based on the
type of hazard (i.e., hazards involving skin contact,
inhalation, eye contact, and those associated with
using the product near heat or flame)
The ten products the subjects were asked about are: leaf gloss, wood
cement, mildew stain remover, wood cleaner, paint and epoxy remover, liquid
drain opener, wood surface conditioner, furniture refinisher, leather preparer,
and wood stain. These products were selected because they were thought to
be representative of the types of products that might be found in the homes' of
these types of consumers. In addition, it was believed that some of these
products would be significantly more familiar than others to the subjects.
Method
Subjects
Thirty male and thirty female undergraduate students at California State
University, Northridge, participated in this study to partially fulfill the
requirements of an introductory psychology course.
Materials
A questionnaire was designed to determine certain characteristics of the
subjects with regard to ten consumer products (listed above). The same
questionnaire was used for all ten products. Each two-page questionnaire
contained six questions. The written instructions along with a sample
questionnaire are presented in Figure A-1. Each question was designed to
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Instruction Sheet for Product Questionnaires

On the following pages you will be asked to answer some questions
regarding five consumer products that you might find around the house or in
the garage. The generic name of the product is provided on the top of each
two-page questionnaire.

For questions 1-6, circle the number beneath each scale that best represents
your answer. Make sure to circle a number. Do not mark an 'X' on the line.

The data from these questionnaires will be used to dete·rmine tl1e types of
products that will be used in a Master's Thesis experi.tner:t. Please- think
through each question before answering.

Figure ~-1. Written instructions and sample product questionr(aire usi?d in
· pilot study.
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WOOD CONTACT CEMENT

1. How familiar are you with wood contact cement?
somewhat
familiar

not at all
familiar

2

3

4

very
iamiliar

5

6

7

2. How often do you use wood contact cement?
used product
somewhat often

have never
used product

2

3

4

use product
very often

5

6

7

3. When was the last time you used wood contact cement?
have never
used product

within the
last 5 years

within the
last year

2

4.

within the
last 6 months

within the
last month

within the
last week

5

6

4

3

today

7

In general, how hazardous do you think wood contact cement is?

not
hazardous

very

somewhat
hazardous

2

3

4

hazardcus

5

6

7

Figure A-1. Written instructions and sample product questionnaire used in
pilot study (continued).
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WOOD CONTACT CEMENT <continued)

5. How confident would you feel about using wood contact cement
safely without injury?
not very
confident

very
confident

somewhat
confident

2

3

4

5

6

7

6. How severe do you think an injury might be from the misuse
of wood contact cement?
not very
severe

very
severe

somewhat
severe

2

3

4

5

6

7

Figure A-1. Written instructions and sample product questionnaire used in
pilot study (continued)
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be answered on 9- seven-point Likert-type scale. The generic name of the
product was provided on the top of each page.
In addition to the six questions specific to the product, five more
questions, related to the perceived hazardousness of products in general,
were presented. One question was designed to be answered using
rank-ordering, and the other four were answered using a seven-point
Likert-type scale. This questionnaire is provided in Figure A-2.
Procedure
The product questionnaires were presented to three groups of twenty
students each, for a total of sixty subjects. Subjects received only five of the
ten possible product questionnaires due to the possibility of boredom which
might result in less accurate answers. The two groups of five questionnaires
were randomly selected. The order of presentation of each group of five
questionnaires was also randomly selected. The group of questions related
to the perceived hazardousness of products in general, and the rank-order
question, were placed after the first questionnaire in each booklet. Including
the instruction sheet, each booklet contained thirteen pages. An equal
number of males and females received the two types of booklets.
Results and Discussion
Familiarity Ratings
The two products that were rated as most familiar were liquid drain
opener and paint and epoxy remover. The two products that were rated as
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·Other Questio,ns _About Products
Many products that can be found around the house such as drain cleaner,
oven cleaner, wood cement or furnitura refinisher contain warnings
about certain types of hazards. Hazards commonly seen on such
products may warn against prolonged skin contact, inhaling the fumes
or vapors, or swallowing the product. Rank the following in terms of
how hesistant you would be to use a product containing the following
warnings.

1. Product with a warning about inhaling the fumes or vapors
somewhat
hesitant

not very
hesitant

I

2

3

4

very
hesitant

5

I
6

7

2. Product with a warning about prolonged skin contact
somewhat
hesitant

not very
hesitant

I

2

3

4

very
hesitant

5

6

I
7

3. Product with a warning about using it near heat or flame
somewhat
hesitant

not very
hesitant

I

I·

2

3

4

very
hesitant

5

I
6

7

4. Product with a warning about contact with the eyes
somewhat
hesitant

not very
hesitant

2

3

4

very
hesitant

5

6

Figure A-2. The other product questionnaire used in the pilot study.
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Rank the following words in terms of how hazardous you think a
product would be if that word was on the label. Use the numbers
1, 2, & 3 (1 =most hazardous and 3 =least hazardous).
CAUTION
WARNING
DANGER

Figure A-2. The other product questionnaire used in the pilot study
(continued).

¥ .
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less familiar were wood contact cement and wood cleaner. The table of
'means is provided in Table A-1.
A two-factor AN OVA was conducted to determine if there was a
significant difference between the two most familiar products and the two less
familiar products. The second factor was the sex of the subject. The AN OVA
revealed a significant main effect of product, F (3, 112) = 15.4, .Q<.01 , a
significant main effect of sex F (1, 112) = 6.1, .Q<.01, and a significant Product
X Sex interaction, F (3, 112) = 17.19, ..Q<.01.
The finding of a significant difference between males and females in
terms of how familiar and unfamiliar they were with the products was
undesirable. To be used as a variable, both sexes have to be equally familiar
and unfamiliar with the same products.
Based on the results of a Scheffe test on the familiarity data, it was clear
that, from the products surveyed, it would be impossible to select four
products, two that were similarly familiar and two that were similarly unfamiliar
to both males and females. It was decided that only one product from each
category would be used in the thesis experiment. From analyzing the Scheffe
test data on the four products, it was believed that the liquid drain opener and
the wood cleaner would be the most likely candidates for being equally
familiar and unfamiliar to both sexes. Indeed, a second Scheffe test using the
data on these two products (and sex as the other fe1ctor) revealed this to be
the case. These results were acceptable and no further analyses were
conducted.
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Table A-1
Mean Familiarity Scores as a Function of Sex and
Type of Product

Sex
Males

Females

Paint & Epoxy Remover

5.1

3.9

Liquid Drain Opener

4.9

4.9

Wood Cleaner

3.2

3.1

Wood Contact Cement

3.7

2.4

Product
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Based on the information obtained about the subjects' familiarity with ten
consumer products, in the thesis experiment the "familiar" product will be
liquid drain opener and the "unfamiliar" product will be wood cleaner.
Confidence Ratings
After selecting the products based on the familiarity ratings, the
confidence ratings for these products were analyzed. A table of means for the
confidence ratings is provided in Table A-2.
A two-factor ANOVA was conducted to determine if there was a
significant difference between the confidence ratings for the two products,
and any difference in confidence ratings for males and females. The ANOVA
revealed only a significant main effect of sex, F (1 ,55)= 10.48, Q<.01. This
main effect indicated that females were less confident than males in using the
two products safely without injury.
A rating of confidence like this may also be viewed as a measure of how
hazardous a subject believes a product is to his or her own personal safety.
In other words, subjects with lower confidence ratings perceive the product as
being more (personally) hazardous than subjects with high confidence
ratings.
Hazard Ratings
The type of hazard that the product warns about will be another
independent variable in the thesis experiment. The criterion for selecting
these hazards is that the hesitancy of subjects to use a product should not be
significantly different based on the type of hazard the product warns about.
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Table A-2
Mean Confidence Scores as a Function of Sex and
Type of Product

Sex
Females

Product

Males

Liquid Drain Opener

5.7

4.8

Wood Cleaner

5.9

4.7
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Hesitancy ratings were obtained by asking subjects to rate how hesistant
they would be to use a product that warned about different types of hazards
(i.e., inhaling the fumes or vapors, prolonged skin contact, using the product
near heat or flame, and contact with the eyes). A table of the mean hesitancy
ratings for these hazards is presented in Table A-3.
A two-factor mixed ANOVA (repeated measures on one factor) was
performed on the data collected in this part of the survey. This analysis was
conducted to determine if there were significant differences between the
hesitancy ratings for using products with different types of hazards, and any
difference in hesitancy ratings for males and females. The ANOVA revealed
only a main effect for hazard type, F (2, 100) = 10.83, Q.<.01.
A Scheffe test was conducted to determine which hazards were different
from each other. The results indicated that males were significantly less
hesistant to use a product warning about heat and flame than females were to
use products warning about either inhaling fumes or eye contact. Similarly,
females were significantly less hesitant to use a product warning about heat
and flame than they were to use products warning about inhaling fumes or
eye contact.
During the course of analyzing the symbol data in Experiment 2, it was
determined that the skin contact hazard and the flame/heat hazard would not
be used in the thesis experiment. Fortunately, the hesitancy ratings for the
inhalation hazard and the eye contact hazard for both sexes were not
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Table A-3
Mean Hesitancy Scores as a Function of Sex and
Type of Hazard

Sex
Males

Females

Skin Contact

3.7

4.6

Heat/Flame

3.2

3.4

Inhalation

3.8

4.3

Eye Contact

3.7

4.3

Hazard
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significantly different. Accordingly, these hazard types will represent the two
levels of the hazard type variable.
Signal Word Ratings
Subjects were asked to rank the words "Caution," "Warning," and
"Danger" in terms of how hazardous they thought a product would be if that
word was on the label. They were instructed to use the numbers 1, 2, and 3

(1 =most hazardous and 3=1east hazardous). A table of means for these
ratings is provided in Table A-4.
A simple ANOVA of the data collected for this part of the survey was
conducted. The results revealed a significant difference for the signal word
rankings. A Scheffe test was conducted and the results showed that all three
words were significantly different from one another. Based on the mean
scores, it was determined that subjects view a product with the word "Danger"
as being most hazardous and a product with the word "Caution" as least
hazardous. A product with the word "Warning" falls somewhere between the
others in terms of how hazardous it is perceived to be.
Based on these results, the signal word "Danger" will be used on the
warning labels of the products used in the thesis experiment. Hopefully, the
word "Danger" will attract the subject's attention, convey the message that the
product is hazardous, and motivate the subject to read the rest of the warning.

'
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Table A-4
Mean Rank Scores as a Function of Sex and Signal Word

Sex
Females

Signal Word

Males

Caution

2.6

2.8

Warning

2.2

2.2

Danger

1.1

1.1
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Experiment 2 - Hazard Warning Symbols
Another variable in the thesis research will be how the warning
information is presented on the label. The warning will be presented in either
written form or symbolically. When the warning is presented in written form it
will state the type of hazard associated with the product and the precautionary
action the user should take to prevent a mishap from occurring. When the
warning information is presented symbolically, it will be in one of two modes:
proactive and reactive. The proactive image will illustrate the appropriate
precautionary action. The reactive image will illustrate the potential
consequence if the precautionary action is not taken. The image will be
varied (i.e., either proactive or reactive) to determine the effect of presenting
different kinds of symbolic information on the conspicuity of the warning, user
behavior, and recall.
Four hazard types were selected for investigation: skin contact,
inhalation, eye injury, and flame/heat. These hazard types were selected
because the precautionary action to take when using a product with these
hazards (i.e., the behavior) can be measured. Sixteen symbols (four different
symbols for each of the four hazard types) were developed. Figure A-3
displays these hazard warning symbols.
The purpose of this pilot study was to determine the best proactive and
reactive symbol for each hazard type. "Best" is operationally defined as being
the most understandable. A comprehension test and a survey to collect
preference data were used to select the best symbols.
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Proactive

Reactive

Inhalation

Eye Contact

Figure A-3. Sixteen hazard warning symbols
evaluated in the pilot study.
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Method
Subjects
Fifteen male and eighteen female undergraduate students at California
State University, Northridge, participated in this study to partially fulfill the
requirements of an introductory psychology course.
Materials
Comprehension test materials. Small booklets containing eight symbols,
in numbered order, on separate pages, were used. Each symbol was 5/8
inches square. This size was selected because it was believed to be close to
the size of the symbols that would be displayed on the labels in the thesis
experiment. An enumerated, open-ended answer sheet was provided. A
seven-point Likert-type scale was presented beneath each enumerated line
on which the subjects wrote their answers. The subjects were to rate how
confident they were of each definition they wrote using these scales. The
instruction sheet and the first page of the answer form are provided in Figure
A-4.
Preference materials. Another small eight-page booklet was used to
survey the subjects' preferences for the symbols. Sequentially, each page
showed the two variants for each image mode for each hazard type. For
example, one page showed the two proactive symbols for skin contact.
Another page contained the two reactive symbols for skin contact, and so
forth. The message each image was trying to convey was written at the top of
the page. Below the symbols were boxes that could be check-marked to
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Instruction Sheet for Symbol Booklet

On the following pages are several different hazard warning symbols that you
might find on the label of products commonly found around the house.
Examples of such products are Oven Cleaner, Furniture Refinisher, and
Liquid Drain Opener.

An answer sheet has also been provided. On the line corresponding to the
number of the symbol, please write down the message you think each symbol
is trying to convey. Then, on the rating scale that follows each line, circle the
number beneath each scale that best represents your answer. Make sure to
circle a number. Do not mark an 'X' on the line.

The data from these questionnaires will be used to determine the symbols
that will be used in a Master's Thesis experiment. Please think through each
question before answering.

Figure A-4. Instruction sheet and the first page of the answer form for the
symbol comprehension test used in the pilot study.
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·Name: __~--~--~-----

Answer sheet for symbols

1·------------------------------------------------------How confident are you that the message you wrote down is the message the symbol is
trying to convey?
not very
confident

I

1

very
confident

somewhat
confident

I

2

I

3

I

4

I

5

I

6

I

7

2. ___________________________________________________

How confident are you that the message you wrote down is the message the symbol is
trying to convey?
not very
confident

I

1

somewhat
confident

I

2

I

3

I

4

very
confident

I

5

I

6

I

7

Figure A-4. Instruction sheet and the first page of the answer form for the
symbol comprehension test used in the pilot study (continued).
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display a preference. There was also enough room on each page to write the
reason for a particular preference. The instruction sheet and two pages from
the preference booklet are provided in Figure A-5.
Procedure
Both the symbol comprehension test and the preference booklet were
presented to two groups of twenty students each, for a total of forty subjects.
Four comprehension booklets were developed in such a manner that
each subject saw two variants (one proactive and one reactive) of each
hazard type, for a total of eight symbols. The order of presentation of the eight
symbols within each of the forty booklets was randomized. Ten subjects each
(five males and five females) saw one of the four variants. Subjects received
written instructions to write, on the answer sheet, the message they though
each symbol was trying to convey.
Following the comprehension test, subjects received a preference
booklet. The order of presentation of the symbols was the same for each
booklet because comments were solicited from the subjects. Subjects
received written instructions to indicate, on each page, the symbol they
thought best symbolized the message on the top of the page by marking the
box located beneath that symbol. They were orally requested to write down
the reason for their preferences at the bottom of each page.
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Avoid contact with skin

Avoid contact with eyes

D

Figure A-5. Written instructions and two pages from the symbol preference
booklet (continued).
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Results
Scoring The Comprehension Data
Three individuals rated the subjects' answers on a five-point scale using
criteria that had been provided to them by the experimenter. The scores of
the three raters for each answer given by each subject were averaged.
Individual Symbols
A table of means of the comprehension scores for each of the sixteen
symbols is provided in Table A-5. Preference data, shown as the number of
subjects who preferred each of the sixteen symbols, is provided in Table A-6.
Several statistical analyses were performed on the comprehension data.
For each hazard type, a simple ANOVA was conducted comparing each of
the four symbols for that hazard type. In all instances significant differences
were achieved. At that point, a Scheffe test for each group of four symbols
was conducted to determine which symbols were different from each other.
The selection of the best proactive and best reactive symbol for each
hazard type was based on three criteria: (1) nonsignificant differences
between the proactive and reactive symbols in terms of comprehension, (2)
the means of the two symbols (the higher the better), and (3) preference data.
Proactive and Reactive Symbol Groups
For the image content of the symbol (i.e., proactive and reactive) to be
used as a variable, each symbol group must be equally understandable or
bias might be introduced. So, after determining the best symbols for each
hazard type an ANOVA was conducted to see if the four proactive symbols
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Table A-5
Comprehension Scores for the Hazard Warning Symbols
Image Mode
Proactive

Hazard Type

Reactive

Skin Contact

4.9

4.8

3.8

4.9

4.3

4.4

3.S

3.0

4.5

4.9

4.2

3.8

3.6

3.3

3.7

4.4

Inhalation

Eye Contact
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Table A-6
Number of Subjects Who Preferred Each Symbol
Image Mode
Proactive

Hazard Type

Reactive

Skin Contact

6

27

7

26

24

9

15

18

14

19

5

28

Inhalation

Eye Contact

FlameMero

~~ ~~
5

28

23

10
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(one for each hazard type) were equally understandable. A similar analysis
was performed on the four reactive symbols. In both cases, the ANOVA
revealed a significant difference between the symbols. Scheffe tests for both
the proactive and reactive groups showed that the symbol for skin contact
was significantly more understandable than the other symbols. ANOVAs
were then performed for both groups without the skin contact symbol data.
All results were nonsignificant.
A final ANOVA was conducted to see if the six symbols (three proactive
and three reactive) were equally understandable. Again, no significant
results were obtained.
Discussion
The individual symbols were selected in such a way that the proactive
and reactive groups of symbols are equally understandable. Neither the skin
contact hazard or the flame/heat hazard will be used in the thesis experiment.
The skin contact hazard will not be used because the symbols for this hazard
were found to be significantly more understandable than the symbols for the
other types of hazards. The flame/heat hazard will not be used because,
upon closer examination, the proactive symbol does not really illustrate a
precautionary action that one might take when using a product that poses a
flame/heat hazard. A suitable proactive symbol for this type of warning could
not be developed. A symbol with a negative (i.e., slash) or reactive image
appears to be a better way of symbolically conveying warning information
about a potential flame/heat hazard.
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Figure A-6 shows the symbols that were selected for use in the thesis
·experiment.
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Proactive

Reactive

Inhalation
Hazard

Eye Contact
Hazard

Figure A-6. Hazard warning symbols selected for use in
the main experiment.

•
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Appendix 8-1
.

.

Instruction Sheet for Subjects Using Liguid Drain Opener
Imagine that your boyfriend's or girlfriend's parents are expected for
dinner momentarily. For the last several hours you has been slaving in the
kitchen to prepare a spectacular five-course dinner. You have straightened
up the apartment and the wine is in the ice bucket. Everything appears to be
in order, but when you go to use the garbage disposal the sink backs up. *
You figure it must be due to the grease you poured down the drain. You look
under the sink to see what you have to fix the clog and you find the liquid
drain opener that is on the counter in front of you.
Your task is to figure out if the product in front of you is appropriate to use
in a situation like this, based on what caused the clog (i.e., grease) and the
types of clogs the product says it will get rid of. If you discover after reading
the label that the drain opener is appropriate to use, then go ahead and use
it. If you determine that the product is not appropriate to use, then tell the
experimenter, who will direct you on what to do next.

* Note: The sink in front of the subjects actually appeared clogged.
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Appendix B-2
Instruction Sheet for Subjects Using Wood Cleaner
Imagine that you've recently purchased the antique oak coal bin (which
also doubles as a magazine holder) sitting on the table in front of you as a
birthday present for your boyfriend's or girlfriend's mother. The birthday party
is going to be held at your place. Everyone is expected in a few minutes.
You notice that the coal bin looks rather dull, so you decide to quickly clean it.
The only available cleaner in the house is the product that has been placed
on the table in front of you next to the coal bin. *
Your task is to determine if the product is appropriate to use in a situation
like this, based on what the coal bin is made of (i.e., finished oak) and the
types of wood the label on the wood cleaner says it should be used on. If you
discover from reading the label that the wood cleaner is appropriate to use,
then go ahead and use it. If you determine that the product is not appropriate
to use, then tell the experimenter, who will direct you on what to do next.

* Note: A soft cloth which could be used to apply the product was placed

beside the wood cleaner.
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Appendix C
'

Questionnaire for the Experimental Conditions

.

1. On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being not very confident and 7 being very confident, how
confident would you feel about going ahead and using the drain opener (wood cleaner)
safely without injuring yourself?

2. On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being not very hazardous and 7 being very hazardous, how
hazardous do you perceive this product as being?

3. Tell me what general categories of information you remember seeing on the back label.
Warning

Promotional

Directions

Uses

Ingredients

4. Did you notice any sort of warning on the front or back panel of the drain opener (wood
cleaner)?
Front: YES

NO

Back:

YES

NO

5. If you noticed a warning on the front panel, where was it located? _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Did you read it?

YES

NO

What did it say?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6. If you noticed a warning on the back panel, where was it located in relation to the other
information? (show the blank back panel)

{record box number}

7. If you noticed a warning on the back panel, can you describe it? --was it written? --was
there a symbol or picture?
Written -- YES* I NO
Symbol" - YES I NO
"8. You said you noticed a symbol. What did the symbol warn about? That is, what kind of
danger did the symbol illustrate was associated with the product? _ _ _ _ _ _ __

*9. You said you noticed a written warning on the back panel, did you read it?
YES
NO
If no, why not? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10. If you read the warning, what did it say?

11. Did it have the word DANGER or WARNING or CAUTION on it? YES /NO /UNSURE
DON'T REM. If yes or unsure, which one?
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12. What exactly was the danger (what could happen to you if you didn't follow the warning)?

13. Did the warning say how you could avoid the danger? YES/NO/UNSURE/DON'T
REMEMBER
If yes or unsure, What do you think it said?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

14. If you read the warning, did you feel you understood it? That is, did you understand what it
was trying to warn against and what you were to do, even if you didn't know why doing what
the warning said to do would help?
YES
NO

15. Did they comply with the warning?
...J - respirator ...J - goggles

YES

NO

YES-COMPLIED
You complied with the warning to wear a respirator (safety goggles). Why did you comply?
Was it:
...J
...J

due to: noticing /understanding the warning
due to:

NO- DIDN'T COMPLY
You did not comply with the warning to wear a respirator (safety goggles). Why not? Was it:
...J
...J
...J
...J
...J
...J

due to:
due to:
due to:
due to:
due to:
due to:

not noticing the warning
noticing, but not understanding the warning
forgetting
inconvenience
didn't think the product was hazardous

16. Have you worn this type of protective equipment before?

YES

NO

SIMILAR

17. If so, on a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being not very often and 7 being very often, how often
would you say you use this type of protective equipment?

18. On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being not very effective and 7 being very effective, how
effective would you say this type of protective equipment is, in general?
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19. On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being not very effective and 7 being very effective, how
effective would you say this type of protective equipment is, in the particular scenario you
just went through?

20. On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being never and 7 being very often, how often do you use a
liquid drain opening product (liquid wood cleaning product) like the one you just saw?

21. On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being unfamiliar and 7 being very familiar, how familiar would you
say you are with a liquid drain opening product like the one you just saw? (a liquid wood
cleaning product like the one you just saw?)

22. On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being not very hazardous and 7 being very hazardous, .how
hazardous do you perceive this product as being?

23. On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being not very likely and 7 being very likely, how likely do you
think it would be for a person to have an accident if they didn't use the protective
equipment when using the drain opener (wood cleaner)? _ _ _ __

24. On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being not very severe and 7 being very severe, how severe do
you think an injury could be if a person didn't use the protective equipment when they
went to use the drain opener? _ _ _ __
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Appendix D
Debriefing Sheet
At the beginning of the experiment you were told that the purpose of the
experiment was to see if there are differences in the way people work while
they listen to different kinds of music or when they do not listen to music. This
was not the true purpose of the study. This was told to preclude you from
guessing the purpose of the experiment.
Very few behavioral studies have been conducted to determine the
conditions under which warnings are effective in promoting safe behavior. In
addition, few studies have explored the usefulness of hazard warning
symbols in product labeling. Accordingly, this thesis experiment was
conducted to examine some of the issues related to designing effective
on-product warnings for consumer products. Specifically, the study was
designed to investigate the following:
(1)

Are symbols added to written warning labels of
consumer products more effective than words alone
in terms of subjects noticing, reading, or recalling the
warning message, or in persuading users to take
precautionary measures?

(2)

Do different types of images, illustrated in the
warning symbols, differentially affect the conspicuity
of the warning, reading of the warning, user
behavior, or recall of the warning information?

(3)

Does familiarity with a product relate to the
likelihood of subjects looking at and reading a
product's warning message, and/or affect user
behavior?
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(4)

Does a difference in the type of precautionary action
a subject must take before using a product (i.e.,
wearing safety goggles or wearing a_ respirator).,
differentially affect user behavior or recall of the
warning information?

There were three independent variables: The type of warning that was
present on the back panel, familiarity with the product, and the hazard
associated with the product.
The label type variable had three levels: A written warning, a written
warning combined with a proactive symbol, and a written warning combined
with a reactive symbol. A proactive symbol was one that illustrated the
precautionary action one should before using a product (e.g., wear safety
goggles). A reactive symbol was one that illustrated the consequences of not
taking a precautionary action (e.g., a tear from an eye placed next to a can
with fumes coming out of it).
The familiarity variable had two levels: Familiar and unfamiliar. The
familiar product was drain opener and the unfamiliar product was wood
cleaner. The products were selected based on survey information collected
in a pilot study.
The hazard type variable had two levels: Eye contact hazard and
inhalation hazard. The precautionary actions associated with these hazards
were wearing safety goggles and wearing a mask-type respirator,
respectively.
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There were two tasks: One involved using liquid drain opener to unclog
a sink and the other involved using wdod cleaner to polish an antiqu'e coal
bin.
There were five dependent variables: noticing the warning, reading the
warning, heeding the warning, recalling the hazard associated with the
product, and recalling the precautionary action associated with the product.
Observation of the subjects' behavior and questionnaires were the
techniques used to collect this data.
The results of this experiment should add to the body of knowledge
about the properties of warnings, and the characteristics of users, as they
influence user behavior and recall.
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Appendix E
The Experimental Data
The results from the experiment are divided into three sections. The first
section contains the data for the effects of the independent variables on the
dependent measures of Noticing, Reading, and Following the warning. The
second section contains the data fro the effects of the independent variables
on the dependent measures of Noticing the Symbol, Recalling the Symbol,
Recalling the Danger, and Recalling the Precautionary Action.
The experimental cells are abbreviated and presented in the left-hand
column of each section. The abbreviations used are as follows: DO = Drain
Opener; WC = Wood Cleaner; Written = Written Label; Proactive = Written
Label with Proactive Symbol; Reactive= Written Label with Reactive Symbol;
Eye= Eye Contact Hazard; lnh = Inhalation Hazard.
The scores are presented as fractions. The numerator represents the
number of subjects who carried out the designated measure, while the
denominator represents the total number of subjects in that condition. This
fraction is also presented as a percentage.
The third section contains the data for the effects of the independent
variables on the subjective ratings. The scores represent the mean
subjective ratings for each of the dependent measures based on the given
condition.
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Appendix E-1
Data for the Measures of Noticing, Reading, and Following the Warning

Condition

Notice

Read
%Total

Follow
%Total

%Total

DO/Written/Eye

12/12

100%

4/1 2

33%

1/1 2

8%

DO/Proactive/Eye

11/1 2

92%

5/1 2

42%

5/12

42%

DO/Reactive/Eye

12/12

100%

6/12

50%

2/12

17%

75%

4/12

33%

2/12

17%

DO/Written/lnh

9/12

DO/P roactive/1 n h

12/12

100%

7/1 2

58%

4/12

33%

DO/Reactive/lnh

11/1 2

92%

7/1 2

58%

5/12

42%

WC/Written/Eye

1 0/12

83%

6/12

50%

3/12

25%

WC/Proactive/Eye 1 0/12

83%

6/1 2

50%

1/1 2

8%

WC/Reactive/Eye

11/1 2

92%

6/1 2

50%

4/12

33%

WC/Written/lnh

11/1 2

92%

5/12

42%

5/12

42%

WC/Proactive/lnh

9/12

75%

6/1 2

50%

5/12

42%

WC/Reactivellnh

8/12

67%

4/12

33%

2/12

17%
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Appendix E-2
Data for the Measures of Noticing and Recalling the Symbol,
and Recalling the Danger and Action

Condition

DO/Written/Eye

Notice
Svmbol% Total

--

--

Recall
Svmbol %Total

--

Recall
Danqer % Total

Recall
Action %Total

--

5/1 2

43%

6/1 2

50%

DO/Proactive/Eye

2/12

17%

2/12

17%

7/12

58%

5/1 2

42%

DO/Reactive/Eye

2/12

17%

1I 1 2

8%

8/1 2

67%

3/1 2

25%

--

--

2/12

17%

2/1 2

17%

DO/Written/lnh

--

--

DO/Proactive/lnh

9/12

75%

6/12

50%

6/12

50%

6/1 2

50%

DO/Reactive/lnh

4/12

33%

4/1 2

33%

8/12

67%

6/1 2

50%

WC/Written/Eye

--

--

--

--

6/12

50%

5/1 2

42%

WC/Proactive/Eye 1 I 1 2

8%

1/1 2

8%

5/12

42%

6/12

50%

4/12

33%

2/12

17%

7/1 2

58%

7/1 2

58%

--

6/12

50%

6/12

50%

WC/Reactive/Eye
WC/Written/lnh

--

--

--

WC/Proactive/lnh

6/12

50%

6/12

50%

6/1 2

50%

7/1 2

42%

WC/Reactive/lnh

1I 1 2

8%

0/1 2

0%

4/12

33%

2/1 2

17%
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Appendix E-3
Mean Scores for the Subjective Ratings for
Each of the Twelve Experimental Conditions

Condition

Familiarity Confidence Hazardous- Likelihood Severity Hazardousness
of Injury of Injury ness*

DO/Written/Eye

3.50

6.30

3.40

3.50

6.00

21.50

DO/Proactive/Eye

3.20

6.50

5.60

3.70

6.20

22.30

DO/Reactive/Eye

2.00

5.60

4.60

3.70

5.80

21.50

DO/Written/lnh

2.20

5.30

4.90

4.20

4.90

21.40

DO/Proactive/lnh

2.90

4.90

5.00

4.70

5.20

24.20

DO/Reactive/lnh

3.60

5.40

5.00

4.40

4.80

22.70

WC/Written/Eye

3.00

5.50

3.00

3.10

5.20

15.70

We/Proactive/Eye

2.60

5.60

4.00

3.30

5.40

18.60

WC/Reactive/Eye

3.80

6.40

4.00

4.00

5.80

23.30

WC/Written/lnh

2.50

6.00

3.80

4.30

4.60

20.30

WC/Proactive/lnh

2.20

5.50

3.80

4.30

4.80

21.10

WC/Reactive/lnh

2.70

6.10

4.60

4.20

4.80

20.90

*This rating is based on the multiplication of the likelihood of injury data
and the severity of injury data.
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Appendix F
Questions Used in the Analyses
After completing the task involving the consumer product each subject
was interviewed using a structured questionnaire (refer to Appendix C).
Below is an description of which questions were used for the numerous
chi-square analyses that were conducted and an explanation of the
procedures used to modify the data when necessary.
The data from questions 4 and 6 were used to analyze the effects of the
three independent variables on the percentage of people who noticed the
warning. If subjects stated that they noticed a warning but they were unable
to recall the correct (or next most correct) position of the warning on the back
label, then it was presumed that, in all likelihood, the majority of these
subjects had not really noticed a warning, but rather had answered positively
because they assumed a warning had been on the label. Accordingly, the
answers for noticing the warning for these subjects were changed to "did not
notice" answers. This procedure was based on the decision that it would be
better to err on the more conservative side; that is, to reject a true response
rather than to accept a false response.
The data from questions 7 and 8 were used to analyze the effects of the
three independent variables on the percentage of people who noticed and
recalled the symbol.
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The data from questions 9 and 10 were used to analyze the effects of the
three independent variables on t'he percentage of people who read the ·
warning. After the free recall questions were asked, subjects were told what
the warning said. They were then asked if they remembered reading either of
the sentences. If they did not recall reading either one or both of the warning
statements, then the subjects' answers to question 9 (i.e., "You said you
noticed a written warning on the back panel, did you read it?") were modified
to reflect these changes. For example, a subject would initially say that he or
she had read the warning, but when asked if he or she recognized the
sentence "Wear safety goggles when using this product" as a statement that
he or she had read, the subject would answer "no." From this information it

(~~~~- ~~~i~ferred that the subject did not read the entire warning.

Accordingly, his

or her answer to the reading question would be changed from "read warning"
to "read first sentence". Again, this procedure was based on the decision that
it would be better to err on the more conservative side.
Based on this procedure, there were then four possible answers to the
"Reading" dependent measure: Read both sentences, read first sentence
only, read second sentence only, and did not read either sentence. To
analyze this data in a dichotomous manner, only subjects who reported
reading the entire warning were scored as "Yes," all other answers were
scored as "No."
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The data from question 14 were used to analyze the effects of the three
independent variables on the percentage of people who followed the
warning.
The data from questions 12 and 13 were used to analyze the effects of
the three independent variables on the percentage of people who recalled
what the danger was, and what the precautionary action was, respectively.
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Appendix G
ANOVA Tables and Tables.of Means for the Subjective Ratings
Four-way, between-subject analyses of variance were conducted on
several of the subjective ratings in the thesis experiment. ANOVA tables and
table of means for these dimensions are presented on the following pages.
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Table G-1
ANOVA Table for the Perceived Familiarity Ratings

df

ss

MS

F

p

Product Type (A)

1

.44

.44

.16

=.69

Label Type (B)

2

2.17

1.08

.40

=.67

Hazard (C)

1

4.00

4.00

1.48

=.22

Sex (D)

1

1.36

1.36

.50

=.48

AS

2

7.06

3.52

1.31

=.27

AC

1

4.00

4.00

1.48

=.22

AD

1

.03

.03

.01

=.92

BC

2

8.17

4.08

1.51

=.22

BD

2

9.39

4.69

1.73

=.18

CD

1

.25

.25

.09

=.76

ABC

2

19.50

9.75

3.61

=.03

ABO

2

.22

.11

.04

=.96

ACD

1

.25

.25

.09

=.76

BCD

2

8.67

4.33

1.60

=.21

ABCD

2

8.17

4.08

1.51

=.22

120

324.33

2.70

Source of Variation

Error
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Table G-2
Mean Perceived Familiarity Ratings as a Function of Labei.Type. Product
Type. Hazard Type. and Sex

Label Type
Product Type

Written

Proactive

Reactive

Hazard Type

Sex
Females

3.0

3.2

2.0

4.0

3.2

2.0

Eye Contact
Males

Drain Opener -------------------------------------------------------------------------------1.8

3.2

3.7

Males

2.5

2.7

3.5

Females

1.8

2.8

4.3

4.1

2.3

3.2

Females
Inhalation

Eye Contact
Males

Wood Cleaner -------------------------------------------------------------------------------Females

2.7

2.0

2.3

2.3

2.3

3.0

Inhalation
Males
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Table G-3
· ANOVA Table for the Perceived Confidence Ratings

Source of Variation

df

ss

MS

Product Type (A)

1

1.00

1.00

.64

=.43

Label Type (B)

2

1.56

.78

.50

=.61

Hazard (C)

1

7.11

7.11

4.54

=.04

Sex (D)

1

12.25

12.25

7.82

=.006

AS

2

6.17

3.08

1.97

=.14

AC

1

8.03

8.03

5.12

=.03

AD

1

2.78

2.78

1.77

=.19

BC

2

2.72

1.36

.87

=.42

80

2

2.17

1.08

.69

=.50

CD

1

1.00

1.00

.64

=.43

ABC

2

5.56

2.78

1.77

=.17

ABO

2

8.72

4.36

2.78

=.07

ACD

1

.03

.03

.02

=.89

BCD

2

1.17

.58

.37

=.69

ABCD

2

1.72

.86

.55

=.58

120

188.00

1.57

Error

F

p
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Table G-4
Mean Perceived Confidence Ratings as a Function of Label Type. Product
Type. Hazard Type. and Sex

Label Type
Written

Product Type

Proactive

Reactive

Hazard Type
Sex
Females

6.2

6.3

5.2

6.5

6.7

5.0

Eye Contact
Males

Drain Opener -------------------------------------------------------------------------------5.3

5.0

5.1

Males

5.3

4.8

5.7

Females

4.5

5.2

6.3

6.5

6.0

6.5

Females
Inhalation

Eye Contact
Males

Wood Cleaner -------------------------------------------------------------------------------Females

5.5

4.7

6.3

6.5

6.3

5.8

Inhalation
Males
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Table G-5
ANOVA Table for the Perceived Hazardousness Ratings.

Source of Variation

df

ss

MS

F

Product Type (A)

1

29.34

29.34

11.48

=.001

Label Type (B)

2

20.10

10.05

3.93

=.02

Hazard (C)

1

5.84

5.84

2.84

=.13

Sex (D)

1

10.56

10.56

4.13

=.04

AB

2

5.26

2.63

1.03

=.36

AC

1

.06

.06

.02

=.88

AD

1

10.56

10.56

4.13

=.04

BC

2

14.43

7.25

2.82

=.06

BD

2

5.38

2.69

1.05

=.35

CD

1

4.34

4.34

1.70

=.19

ABC

2

2.04

1.02

.40

=.67

ABO

2

.54

.27

.11

=.90

ACD

1

1.17

1.17

.56

=.50

BCD

2

10.93

5.47

2.14

=.12

ABCD

2

2.76

1.38

.54

=.58

120

306.83

2.56

Error

p
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Table G-6
Mean Perceived Hazardousness R~tings as a Function of Label Type.
Product Type.Hazard Type. and Sex

Label Type
Product Type

Written

Proactive

Reactive

3.0

5.5

4.8

3.8

5.7

4.3

Hazard Type
Sex
Females
Eye Contact
Males

0 rain Opener -------------------------------------------------------------------------------5.8

4.5

4.8

Males

4.9

5.5

5.2

Females

3.2

4.2

4.5

2.8

3.8

3.5

Females
Inhalation

Eye Contact
Males

Wood C Iean e r -------------------------------------------------------------------------------Females

4.8

4.2

5.5

2.7

3.3

3.7

Inhalation
Males
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Table G-7
_. ANOVA Table for the Perceived Likel.ihood of Injury Ratings

Source of Variation

df

ss

MS

F

p

(A)

1

.84

.84

.38

=.54

2

2.63

1.31

.60

=.55

1

22.56

22.56

10.26

1

14.06

14.06

6.40

=.01

AB

2

.85

.42

.19

=.83

AC

1

.01

.01

.00

=.96

AD

1

2.01

2.01

.91

=.34

BC

2

2.04

1.02

.46

=.63

BD

2

9.04

4.52

2.06

=.13

CD

1

.34

.34

.16

=.69

ABC

2

1.76

.88

.40

=.67

ABO

2

.93

.47

.21

=.81

ACD

1

1.56

1.56

.71

=.40

BCD

2

.35

.17

.08

=.92

ABCD

2

11.63

5.81

2.64

=.08

120

263.83

2.20

Product Type
Label Type
Hazard
Sex

(D)

Error

(C)

(B)

=.002
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Table G-8
Mean Perceived Likelihood of Injury Ratings as a Function of Label Type.
Product Type. Hazard Type. and Sex

Label Type
Product Type

Written

Proactive

Reactive

Hazard Type
Sex
Females

3.2

4.2

4.3

3.8

3.2

3.0

Eye Contact
Males

Drain Opener -------------------------------------------------------------------------------4.8

5.7

4.5

Males

3.5

3.7

4.3

Females

3.5

4.0

3.7

2.7

2.7

4.3

Females
Inhalation

Eye Contact
Males

Wood C Iean e r -------------------------------------------------------------------------------Females

4.0

4.8

4.3

4.4

3.8

4.0

Inhalation
Males
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Table G-9
AN OVA Table for the Perceived Severity of lnju_ry Ratings .

Source of Variation

df

ss

MS

F

Product Type (A)

1

4.69

4.69

2.96

=.09

Label Type (B)

2

1.26

.63

.40

=.67

Hazard (C)

1

26.93

26.69

16.83

Sex (D)

1

1.00

1.00

.63

=.43

AB

2

2.93

1.47

.92

=.40

AC

1

1.00

1.00

.63

=.43

AD

1

.25

.25

.16

=.69

BC

2

.18

.09

.06

=.95

BD

2

.54

.27

.17

=.84

CD

1

.25

.25

.16

=.69

ABC

2

.29

.15

.09

=.91

ABO

2

8.04

4.02

2.54

=.08

ACD

1

1.00

1.00

.63

=.43

BCD

2

1.79

.90

.57

=.57

ABCD

2

4.63

2.32

1.46

=.24

120

190.33

1.59

Error

p

=.0001
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Table G-10
Me~n

Perceived Severity of lniury Ratings as a Function of LabeL Type.

Product Type. Hazard Type. and Sex

Label Type
Product Type

Written

Proactive

Reactive

Hazard Type
Sex
Females

5.8

6.2

5.7

6.2

6.2

5.8

Eye Contact
Males

Drain 0 pen er -------------------------------------------------------------------------------Females

5.7

5.0

4.7

Males

4.2

5.3

4.8

Females

5.0

5.5

6.3

5.3

5.3

5.2

Inhalation

Eye Contact
Males

Wood Cleaner -------------------------------------------------------------------------------Females

4.2

5.3

5.0

5.0

4.3

4.7

Inhalation
Males
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p

Table G-11
ANOVA Table

forth~

Perceived Hazardousness Ratings (Based on the.

Multiplication of the Likelihood of Injury Data and the Severity of Injury Data)

Source of Variation

df

ss

MS

F

Product Type (A)

1

189.06

189.06

1.63

=.20

Label Type (B)

2

149.85

74.92

.65

=.53

Hazard (C)

1

60.06

60.06

.52

=.47

Sex (D)

1

637.56

637.56

5.51

=.02

AB

2

94.54

47.27

.41

=.67

AC

1

3.06

3.06

.03

=.87

AD

1

45.56

45.56

.39

=.53

BC

2

63.38

31.69

.27

=.76

BD

2

340.29

170.15

1.47

=.23

CD

1

9.51

9.51

.08

=.78

ABC

2

106.29

53.15

.46

=.63

ABO

2

87.86

43.94

.38

=.69

ACD

1

31.17

31.17

.27

=.61

BCD

2

58.76

29.38

.25

=.78

ABCD

2

550.01

275.01

2.37

=.10

120

13,899.50

115.83

Error

p

•
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Table G-12
Me_an Perceived Hazardousness Ratings as a Function of. Label Type.
Product Type. Hazard Type. and Sex (Based on the Multiplication of the
Likelihood of Injury Data and the Severity of Injury Data)

Label Type
Written

Product Type

Proactive

Reactive

Hazard Type
Sex
Females

19.7

26.5

25.0

23.3

18.2

18.0

Eye Contact
Males

Drain Opener -------------------------------------------------------------------------------Females

28.0

28.2

22.3

Males

14.8

20.2

23.2

Females

16.8

22.5

23.5

14.5

14.7

24.3

Inhalation

Eye Contact
Males

Wood C Iean e r -------------------------------------------------------------------------------Females

17.3

26.0

23.0

23.3

16.2

18.8

Inhalation
Males

